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INTRODUCTION BY NICOLAS BRIEN
General Manager, France Digitale

Public conversations and heated debates keep mentioning
the “Tech ecosystem”, the “Start-up ecosystem”, the “ecosystem of innovation”, turning it into a catchy buzzword. This
overshadows a rather simple fact: there is no ecosystem
without biodiversity.
The very purpose of this collective book is to expose the
necessary biodiversity of our Tech ecosystem: small start-ups
vs large corporations; VCs & BAs; American vs Chinese vs
European. There is no such a thing as a thriving innovation
ecosystem if large corporations, VCs and start-up founders
do not work closely together.
That’s pretty much what we have achieved at France
Digitale, with 1400 start-up members, 100 VCs and 150+
corporate partners. We are part of the largest start-up network
in Europe and we are key witnesses of major tech trends. We
have brought together the cream of the crop. The movers and
shakers of our ecosystem share their vision and insights, with
emphasis on the emerging trends of 2019.
11
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Start-ups have been awash with cash and very few pundits
have been paying attention to the cracks in the roof. As the
international financial system gives an increasing share of capital
to VCs, the consequences of a downturn should not be overlooked. He does not like playing Dr Doom, but the French VC
‘Godfather’ Jean-David Chamboredon underlines the fact that
most European Tech ecosystems lack the large late-stage funds
that would help our ecosystem overcome a future crisis.
As long as the European grows at a steady pace, start-ups will
take a fair share of job creations. In France, the tech sector has
risen to becoming the top contributor for job creation in the first
quarter of 2019. The lack of digitally-skilled workers has become
the top concern for our Tech ecosystem, posing major issues to
both scale-ups and large corporations.
For too many media outlets and famous consultants, “Artificial
Intelligence” sounds like “job destruction”. Many controversies
have ensured that machine learning is treated with suspicion,
even though AI tools have been used for the greater good, saving lives, nurturing social innovation and crafting new tools to
fight climate change. And as use cases proliferate, the blockchain
ecosystem could well join this wave for #Tech4Good.
Will start-ups save the world? A new breed of Tech4Good
founders is shaking up the game and role models such as BlaBlaCar
or Olio prove that start-ups can give their full potential to positive
impact when they reconcile purpose and hypergrowth.
After analysing this set of 2019 trends, we came up with
one clear-cut conclusion. The continental level is probably the
right scope to contemplate the future of our ecosystem. This
12
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I NT R O DU CT I O N by nicolas brien

is particularly true for the African continent, which is rising as
a fantastic conglomerate of emerging start-up nations. But this
also applies to the other side of the Mediterranean Sea. There are
few European start-ups that can contemplate having a global
footprint if they do not scale in a truly “Digital Single Market”.
As a new European Commission takes office, our ecosystem
will have to voice our one major ambition: building the United
Tech of Europe. This is the key to breeding more European tech
giants. Together, let’s shoot for the (European) stars.
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WORLDWIDE LEADERSHIP OR NOTHING?
Median of fund raised since the
creation including IPOs (in M€)

Percentage of startups
that are International VC-backed*

Percentage of digital startups
that raised funds in 2017

Analysis by revenue segment
Sample of 223 startups

Analysis by revenue segment
Sample of 173 startups

Sample of 220 startups

39%

of startups are
international
VC backed

75
100%

46
1

2

0 to 5M€

11

15
+ 50M€

5 to 50M€

2016

35%

2017

0 to 5M€

42%
5 to 50M€

43%
+ 50M€

0 to 5M€

33%

29%

5 to 50M€

+ 50M€

*Percentage of foreign venture capitalists
investing in French digital business startups

Source : EY, Barometer 2018 : “Social and economic performance of French digital
business startups”.
Methodology :
 B
arometer based on data from digital business startups financed by venture capitalists,
business angels, corporate ventures…
 S
urvey sent by venture capitalists to companies thez invested in
•
293 participants
•
Average age : 7,5 years
•
6,3 M€ invested by VC (median)
•
Key figures from financial data 2016 & 2017
 E
Y, as a third-party, consolidate the data and ensure that the figures are kept
confidential
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Building the
new society

WOMEN
IN
T ECH
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« Tech is revolutionising
the way in which the
economy innovates and
the way in which
we work, but despite these
revolutions women still
represent fewer than 10%
of all entrepreneurs.
We believe that the
future of the economy
cannot be secured
without first securing
the engagement of the
biggest under-engaged
demographic, women. »
CAROLINE THELIER AND MARIE-VIRGINIE KLEIN
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CAROLINE THELIER is the General Manager of PayPal
France. She began her career as a business consultant, before launching
her own start-up. She joined PayPal in 2010, and worked on both the
consumer products and merchant services side of the business before
becoming General Manager at the beginning of 2017. She is a firm
believer in the value of inclusive business, and has launched several
disruptive initiatives at PayPal.
MARIE-VIRGINIE KLEIN is a partner at Tilder, a major
French communication firm for present and future leaders. She is also
Vice President of Willa, a diversity incubator aimed at helping women
in the start-up space. Willa coaches and mentors female founders,
encouraging them and equipping them to achieve their true potential.
Willa has accompanied more than 350 start-ups in the last fifteen
years, and a typical year will see its alumni raising millions of euros
in investments.
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1
WOMEN IN TECH:
Building the new society

Historically, women have been underrepresented in most
workplaces, and this is especially true in the tech sector where
we see a huge proportion of engineers. This academic path
is still not followed by many women. This means that in the
tech industry we have seen few women entering and even
fewer getting promoted. While the tech sector is a relatively
modern and forward-looking industry, it still has more than
its fair share of challenges.
Some of these challenges are cultural, some are technical
and others are linked to regulatory or legal issues which create asymmetries between obligations concerning men and
women, such as maternity leave. Meeting these challenges is
a moral issue, but is also an issue of business performance.
It is a moral issue in the same way that preventing discrimination, stereotypes and bias on the grounds of race, disability
or sexual orientation is a moral issue. It is our duty as human
beings to try to improve the way in which we treat other
people, and to treat other people more fairly.
21
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It is also a business issue, because these challenges also
adversely affect business performance. We believe that solving
the issues surrounding women in tech will not only improve
the situation of female entrepreneurs, but drive improvements
in business performance.
Of course, a full review of all of the challenges affecting
women in the workplace would require far more space
than we have here. Instead, we propose to highlight some
of the major sociocultural challenges that are influencing
the role occupied by women in the workplace, and to
take a look at how society has been dealing with these in
general, and how some companies have set up great initiatives to create fantastic diversity for traditional workplace
minorities.
We will then make some suggestions for some of the many
ways in which these various initiatives can be replicated.

THE IMPORTANCE OF REMOVING BIAS
AND USING THE RIGHT LANGUAGE
Graduation classes from leading business schools
are increasingly female. Many intellectually demanding
professions, such law and medicine, are now dominated
by women. Indeed, some classes are now 80% female. It
means that in those environments women tend to inspire
and attract other female candidates, in the same way that
men continue to attract male candidates across most of the
workplace.
22
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One of the most startling statistics in the EY/France
Digitale study of the workplace concerns the place of women
in business in France: only 9% of start-ups have a woman as
one of the co-founders. Nine percent is an extraordinarily low
percentage. Why should this be the case? Why are women the
majority of lawyers, but only 9% of start-up founders? Clearly,
something is affecting the way in which women can achieve
entrepreneurial success.
Women also have challenges when they pursue careers
as executives. Why are women well represented in successful recruitments into entry-level posts, but only 10% of
top-level executives? Why do women fail to rise to senior
management positions, despite many companies having
policies to encourage the retention and promotion of female
candidates?
It seems that part of the explanation comes from the way
in which we see the world and make decisions, including
in business, which is dominated by unconscious bias and
stereotypes.
Bias is extremely powerful, and can shape the way that we
think, react and make decisions. This obviously has profound
implications for the business world. Bias can work in favour of
people, or against them. Women in business usually have to
overcome the bias that they encounter as an additional hurdle
in order to be considered or accepted as a CEO or business
leader.
Of course, stereotypes go far beyond those that surround
particular roles, which are seen as being highly gendered. Bias
23
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also affects the qualities, skills and behavioural traits that people expect to see in business professionals.
For example, a particular type of bias relating to leadership
might concern being ‘a directive leader’, or being ‘a decisive
leader’. This sort of approach clashes with the one generally
expected of women, who are often expected to be ‘collaborative leaders’ or ‘consensual leaders’.
Accordingly, a woman who exhibits the former qualities
will be criticised as being ‘bossy’ or ‘dictatorial’. Conversely,
men with the same qualities are praised for their strength and
direction, and are lauded as being people who ‘get the job
done’.
The knock-on effect of this is also felt in approaches to
entrepreneurship. Caroline attended a prestigious engineering
school, where she was among a very small number of women
in her class. A few years later, when she launched her start-up
she noticed that her male peers were still very affirmative,
pitching big numbers and business cases. Her few female
peers, on the other hand, would speak in more reasonable
terms, even when the project was a fantastic, innovative project. Women were just not speaking the same language as men.
This difference self-perpetuates across sectors and generations by virtue of the simple fact that people follow, fund
and trust people who look like them, and who speak their
language. This works both ways, across both genders.
We also need to think about how we talk about opportunities as we recruit talent. Caroline remembers a promising
24
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tech start-up which was pitching her a job by describing how
exciting their ‘war’ against the competition was. While the
tech sector is very competitive, and is winner-takes-all in
many respects, this pitch was relying on very specific imagery of war to succeed. Had the pitch focused on how this
company was going to change people’s lives, the response
from the candidates and the end result in recruitment terms
might have been very different. We do not intend to catalogue
them here, but note that the end result is a distinct lack of
diversity in our workplaces. The problem is particularly acute
at the upper management level. We do not believe that there
are any underlying objectively measurable KPIs that justify
such a wide difference in outcomes between men and women,
nor do we believe that women are inherently less suitable for
leadership positions than men.
However, this does not mean that all differences must be
erased, or that men and women must represent 50% each
of the workforce in each role. Firstly, men and women do
have differences, and we do not seek to deny or erase them.
Secondly, when the issue is a structural, societal one, it is not
the case that a blunt tool, such as a requirement for a firm to
have 50% female engineers on staff, can solve things.
We believe that the best approach is to demonstrate the
value in unlocking female performance, to lead by example.
Sometimes it is good to take radical action to get short-term
results, but there are also more profound changes required to
create the biodiversity to sustain longer term ones.

25
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SOLUTIONS
We do not think that it is productive to be confrontational
for the sake of it, nor do we think that it is appropriate to try
to make people feel bad. Instead, we believe that positive solutions are much more likely to succeed than negative ones. We
are not naïve, though. We know that these issues will never fix
themselves, and that they need to be provoked and pushed by
people who are convinced and determined to make a change.
So, how do we need to change? What do we need to do
to our businesses, to our culture, to our mind-sets in order
to ensure that women do not suffer from discriminatory
practices? We believe that there are countless solutions, but
that these solutions can be grouped together into two broad
categories: top-down, and bottom-up.
Top-down changes are policy changes that are delivered
from positions of leadership, making more radical and shortterm changes, where a new way of working is pushed out to an
organisation, enterprise or business. Bottom-up changes are
ones that are driven more through influence, often through
educational or long-term programmes. Both are crucial, and
both have an enormous role to play in delivering the change
women need to see in the workplace.
Top-down solutions
Top-down corporate solutions should not be confused
with top-down industry-wide solutions. The classic example
of a top-down approach at a national level is the imposition
of quotas on female board members. This is a blunt instru26
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ment for achieving rapid change, but needs further work to
be sustainable. The solutions we wish to discuss are more
cultural changes, at an organisational level.
In a large corporate organisation, formal policy sets the
tone. It is easy to see why: teams are spread across countless
offices around the world, and staff can go decades in the same
firm without meeting more than their immediate co-workers.
The larger an organisation becomes, the more likely it is to
become dependent on formal policies and rules.
These rules structure and govern the working relationship that staff have with the organisation, and they are of
the utmost importance. From the point of view of a person
wishing to drive change in the workplace, this is a blessing,
and not a curse. A well-thought-out policy can deliver instant
change to many more co-workers than could be affected by
a more informal outreach and awareness event.
PayPal is showing strong diversity, with 43% of female
employees and 37% female VPs. When asked for some of the
reasons behind this success, Caroline mentions inspiring initiatives. For example, there has always been a policy that staff
members in their fifth year with the firm have to take a onemonth sabbatical. They have no choice in the matter, and have
to leave the office for that period. This policy was originally
conceived as a benefit of employment that increased loyalty
and retention, while giving PayPal an edge in the competitive
market for talent in Silicon Valley.
However, it has had a very positive impact on the way
in which women are perceived in the workplace. Maternity
27
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leave has always been a particular issue for women. As it has
become longer, it has the potential to be perceived as being
‘disruptive’ or ‘inconvenient’. The advantage of the policy on
sabbatical is that men were leading the way. Men were the
first recruits at the company, and so men were the first to
spend extended periods of time outside of the office, before
returning to their careers.
Accordingly, as an increasing number of women joined the
firm, and an increasing number of them had time out to start
families, the corporate culture was entirely accepting of these
short absences. Teams are organised appropriately, work is
distributed and redistributed as necessary, and business needs
are met.
Female staff do not have to worry about how they will be
perceived when they announce a pregnancy, because prolonged absences from the workplace are already normalised,
and the structures exist to manage them. This takes a huge
amount of potential concern or stress out of the equation,
and makes for a vastly improved environment for women.
As we develop new policies in the workplace, we may
well see compulsory leave of equal length for new parents of
both sexes. This will ensure that women are not automatically
disproportionately disadvantaged by a couple’s decision to
have children, as the consequences in the workplace will be
identical, at least for the initial period of time after the birth.
The issue of flex-office, remote working and part-time
hours will also be something that corporate stakeholders
will have to address in order to ensure that caregivers are
28
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properly protected in the workplace. We believe that offering
such benefits will be a very significant competitive edge in
the market for talent.
Another top-down solution has been the groups that have
been put in place within firms. These small communities are
run by staff to deal with particular issues or interests. For
example, at PayPal, ‘Give’ is the group that deals with charitable work, ‘Pride’ is the group for LGBTQ+ staff, and ‘Unity’
is the group that works on inclusion.
One of the things that PayPal has been able to put in
place with the assistance of Unity is training in relation to
unconscious bias. A visitor once told Caroline’s team in Paris
that decisions were often taken informally within his team,
sometimes even in the gents’ toilets.
Of course, this was not a deliberate attempt to exclude
women from the decision-making process in this mostly
male team, but it was certainly a blind spot in that manager’s
thinking. He was effectively holding short meetings in the one
room in the building where women are explicitly prohibited.
Training staff on unconscious bias makes them alert to this
kind of issue, and allows them to be as inclusive as possible
in their preparation, planning and working relationships.
We must also be careful and conscious in the way in
which we recruit talent. Not only do we need to make sure
that we have balanced candidate pools, but we need diverse
panels as well. Recruitment decisions made by groups that are
exclusively male are more likely to result in the recruitment
of male candidates, whereas diverse panels are more likely to
29
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result in diverse recruitments. This avoids the self-replication
phenomenon of teams recruiting people who best match the
current average profile within the team.
These are just a few examples of the way in which corporate policy can, deliberately or otherwise, make a positive
change to the culture within a company. In addition to these
top-down changes, we also believe that bottom-up change
is essential.
Bottom-up change
We most often equate the need for bottom-up change
with the need for education. We believe that incubators for
innovative projects such as Willa can help drive a change in
culture that comes from the bottom: generating demand for
change and change itself, rather than waiting for change to
be supplied.
Willa, formerly known as Paris Pionnières, was created fifteen
years ago. It runs a variety of programmes, from three-day
bootcamps to year-long incubation programmes, across a
variety of different sectors. It works on accompanying female
entrepreneurs, throughout all of the stages of creating and
running a successful start-up, from the very first idea to the
first round of funding.
This organisation exists because women are only 9% of
start-up founders, and this low figure means that women are
being left out of the entrepreneurial adventure. Interestingly,
despite this dramatic under-representation, this small group
of women outperform when the money is on the table, with
30
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12.5% of the funds raised in 2018 going to start-ups that have
female leaders.
This performance advantage is something that Willa
regularly highlights, and is borne out by the numbers: companies with male and female founders perform 63% better
than companies with solely male founders. There is so much
data on diversity improving performance, but the classic
example relates to the early smartwatches. Design teams
were exclusively male, and happy with the size and weight.
Unsurprisingly, three-quarters of smartwatch purchasers were
male. The lack of diversity cut the product off from 51% of its
potential market, which is a disaster by any metric.
From a financial point of view, and from a business point
of view, the presence of women at the highest level is clearly
a big advantage. How can we ensure that in tomorrow’s startups, more founders are female?
Willa focuses on the barriers to female success that it can
tackle by working directly with women. Some institutional
issues require structural or societal solutions, but some of
the issues can be tackled by training and equipping women
to succeed in a world that is geared towards men. Issues
such as perfectionism, imposter syndrome, self-confidence,
public speaking and being excessively risk averse can all
play a part.
There are three stages to Willa’s intervention in a female
entrepreneur’s adventure. The first stage, Willa Possible, is
a three-day women-only bootcamp designed to move from
an idea to concrete action. Experienced businesswomen
31
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challenge the project, and ensure that the idea is sufficiently
focussed to be successful.
The second, Willa Start, is a four to six-month long
incubator programme that helps to build all the essential
elements of a functional company. The final stage, Willa
Scale, is intended to help the most successful companies to
move from start-up to scale-up, raising funds and expanding
into new markets.
All of these stages are available in different ‘flavours’,
tailored to particular industry sectors, such as AI, FinTech,
renewable energy, and so on. While they are all tailored to
different subjects, they share the same basis: strengthening
the women behind the projects, and developing a community
of female entrepreneurs. This is done through workshops on
self-confidence, lessons in pitching, business plan coaching,
training on GDPR, compliance and legal aspects, and much
more besides.
It is critical that this approach is centred on and provided
by women, because relationships and role models are crucially
important in allowing women to succeed in business. Nothing
is more encouraging than seeing the success of someone who
faces the same challenges, and has overcome them.
For those of us who have already succeeded in our careers,
we are passionate about finding talented women, and pushing them forward. Sometimes, we have to work very hard to
overcome societal norms, and to persuade women that they
can succeed. It can even feel like we are grabbing women by
the scruff of the neck to drag them towards their own success!
32
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The classic metric of start-up success is the three-year survival rate. For our Willa alumni, this is an astonishing 85%.
Instead of launching a business immediately after leaving
a prestigious school, in their mid-twenties, like so many of
their male peers, women are more often waiting until their
mid-thirties to start a business. By this time, they already have
ten years of experience under their belts and this makes a
substantial difference.
Willa, and other programmes dedicated to women, are a
fantastic demonstration of why women are the lever for the
next few decades of growth. For too long, our talents have
been hidden, and our contributions restricted. Unlocking
the potential of women to achieve professional success and
empowering all of the stakeholders in the economy – not just
the minority of men – is the key to allowing our economy
to flourish.
The next stage of our economy will necessarily involve a
certain level of societal overhaul, and we would like to identify
what some the issues may be.

THE NEW SOCIETY
The issue of education is a critical one. Not only do we need to
train women to succeed, but we need to review the way in which
we organise and balance our personal and professional lives.
Many men become aware of the issues affecting women in
the workplace through proximity. This so-called ‘proximity
33
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awareness’ begins when their mother, older sister, partner or
daughter encounters discriminatory treatment. The challenge
for us as a society is to ensure that we do not have to wait
for all men to encounter discrimination by proxy through a
close personal relation.
The issue of childcare is often the first place that the issue
of work-life balance comes close to affecting men. Many men
do not take extensive paternity leave to care for a new child
because the mother is already off work for maternity leave.
This perpetuates the cycle by ensuring that women are disadvantaged by parenthood, while men remain in the workplace,
further consolidating their lead over female peers.
In addition to the changes to paternity leave and parental leave for fathers that we outlined above, it also seems
important to us to address the issue of work-life balance as
a whole. Technology, and in particular telecommunications
technology such as video-conference services, enable working
practices that can be extraordinarily flexible.
Technology allows us to remove the constraint of physical
proximity. This has several advantages. Expensive real-estate
requirements can be reduced, time wasted in transit is eliminated or reduced, and team members are happier, more
productive and more loyal when they are given their independence in the organisation of their working day. This also
allows people to organise their day around their other needs,
including childcare.
In addition to the positive impact on staff, there are positive impacts for the wider economy: less pressure on public
34
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transport infrastructure for the population as a whole, less
pollution, less congestion, and so on.
In parallel to the technological developments that allow
improvements in our working lives, many industries and sectors are increasingly turning to ‘flex work’. The gig economy
is not necessarily something that is useful or applicable to
every sector, but in many parts of our economy it can add
significant flexibility over a career, making it easier to take
career breaks and return to the workforce.
Companies also need to be mindful of the way in which
they handle staff who wish to reduce their working hours
completely, and not simply move them around. Again, we
believe that providing this sort of flexibility can allow companies to rationalise resources, maintain productivity and retain
top talent that they would otherwise lose to competitors.
The final social aspect that we want to discuss is partner
choice. Combining a successful career in business with a family requires a supportive partner who is willing to put their
own career ambitions in second place – or a full-time member
of staff in the family home.
Women have historically been the majority of parents who
do the majority of the work in the home. This division of
labour is so deeply entrenched in society that it is not easy
to change it simply by encouraging men to take more time
off work, and asking women to ‘lean in’.
We need to ensure that we support those men and women
who choose to become parents. We need to encourage women
35
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to become entrepreneurs and we need to encourage men to
take their share of responsibility for the work that a family
requires We need to build working environments that allow
both men and women to have successful careers. We cannot
allow professional success to come only at great personal cost.
We are confident that these behaviours will be adopted by
the new generation, for whom a healthy work-life balance is
seen as a right. This adoption is more widespread in our developed economy than in less developed ones, and is particularly
present in tech companies. This generation has seen good
behaviour from younger managers but we need to see these
behaviours replicated into upper management, and women
cannot afford to wait until this generation retires. To make
sure that this happens, we need to promote role models.
Technology is giving us the tools to make helpful changes
to the working environment, but also to the working economy itself. The tech sector is particularly well-placed to exploit
what will become critical competitive advantages. The future
of the economy is undeniably knowledge-based, and the market to recruit and retain talent will become the battleground
for businesses seeking to gain an edge.
Giving women the place they deserve in the workplace is
good for business, because it means making the full spectrum
of talents available to the economy. Not only will unlocking
this reserve of talents help to drive the next generation of
innovation and growth, but it will improve the quality of
decision-making and leadership within companies, because
diverse companies perform better than those that are not
diverse.
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The changes we have suggested are by no means an
exhaustive list, nor are they magic bullets to end discrimination. We believe that they make good business sense, and
will have positive externalities in almost every aspect of our
companies and economy. We hope that these changes and
more like them will continue to gain ground as we continue
to encourage female entrepreneurs to break the mould and
push for success in new and exciting ways.
The issue of women in tech is, at its core, an issue of
fairness. There is no reason that a woman cannot perform a
leadership role, and there is significant evidence demonstrating that merely by her presence a woman can significantly
improve the quality of the decisions taken by a predominantly
male-led company.
It is an issue of social justice and morality, but also of
business performance and corporate success. Women need
to show leadership on this issue by building community and
sorority, by being role models, and by driving the change that
they wish to see. Solving these issues helps women first and
foremost, but also improves business performance.
We believe that the next generation of entrepreneurs will
continue to tear down stereotypes and challenge preconceptions of a woman’s role, and we are very happy to have the
opportunity to contribute to equipping this generation of
women for professional and personal success.
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WOMEN IN TECH: KEY FIGURES
Is there a woman
in the founding team?

Chiefs Executive Officers
are women?

Sample of 108 startups

Sample of 115 startups

22
78

In %

9%
2018

10%
2017

One woman
No woman

8%
2016

Source : EY, Barometer 2018 : “Social and economic performance of French digital
business startups”.
Methodology :
 B
arometer based on data from digital business startups financed by venture capitalists,
business angels, corporate ventures…
 S
urvey sent by venture capitalists to companies thez invested in
•
293 participants
•
Average age : 7,5 years
•
6,3 M€ invested by VC (median)
•
Key figures from financial data 2016 & 2017
 E
Y, as a third-party, consolidate the data and ensure that the figures are kept
confidential
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From “how to?”
to “what for?”

T ECH
FOR
G OOD
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« The ‘Tech for good’
label is rapidly becoming
outpaced by societal
changes in the way
we measure success,
invest, and innovate.
The sector addresses
existential threats to
humanity and its future
should be a matter of
concern to all industry
stakeholders. »
TESSA CLARKE AND MARC-DAVID CHOUKROUN
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TESSA CLARKE has significant experience in the digital space,
where she has been working at the managing director level for more
than a decade. She has worked in the media industry, for financial
services companies, and also for large manufacturing companies such
as Dyson. She is the co-founder and CEO of Olio, a tech start-up that
created a local community to connect users with surplus food or goods
to other users nearby.
MARC-DAVID CHOUKROUN co-founder of the Food
Assembly (La ruche qui dit oui), an innovative tech platform that
connects local food producers to local consumers, allowing producers to
reach new markets, and allowing consumers to access high-quality local
food, driving better distribution practices and a reduction in food miles.
He is sometimes referred to as a ‘militant capitalist’ and is currently a
member of a number of boards at investment and innovation groups,
including France Digitale.
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2
TECH FOR GOOD:
From “how to?” to “what for?”

The tech industry has become famous for the way in which
it has changed the world. It is also changing the world at a
faster and faster rate. It has allowed new ideas to take hold
rapidly and change the status quo in areas that have seen little
change in decades. Sometimes, though, this change has not
always been for the better.
The employment practices of certain platforms have been
criticised for going beyond the gig economy and undermining
workers’ rights by resorting to the use of ‘contractors’ who are
actually employees in disguise. Other areas that are criticised
include the encouragement of ever-increasing consumption
and new methods of consumption. Solutions that may appear
to help solve a particular issue may even exacerbate them
– ride-sharing apps increasing congestion is just one such
example.
Despite these criticisms, the sector is in rude health. The
companies that survive beyond the first few years in the tech
sector are typically particularly lean compared to incumbent
45
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competitors, and often have few tangible assets and low
overheads when compared to a more mature company in
the sector.
This makes them attractive on paper to shareholders
who are keen to maximise value and find the next unicorn.
This focus on stock price is nothing new, and has never
been healthy, but it is now leading to surreal valuations of
loss-making companies, and the scale of these new investment
decisions has the potential to misallocate capital and, worse
still, significantly adversely affect the planet.
‘Tech for good’ is a label used to refer to companies that
reject the consumption paradigm and try to improve the
world, without being overly profit-focused. Of course, all
companies need to remain profitable to continue to operate,
but the tech for good sector is generally understood to refer
to tech projects with a social aspect, whose primary purpose
is not to drive a successful IPO, but to make a positive contribution to society.
The tech for good sector is still perceived as a niche by
some, but we believe that 2019 is the breakout year for this
approach, and that significant change is coming. We believe
that we will soon see the concepts that underpin the sector
occupying 100% of the mainstream.
The state of the planet globally is such that environmental pressure on businesses is going to increase, and rapidly.
Tech is not only capable of solving many of these problems, but it is capable of scaling the solutions, and doing
so rapidly. This makes it a perfect match for the scale of
46
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the challenges we face. There is much that we can do to
optimise the spread of these solutions, both personally and
at an institutional level.

PROBLEMS ON A GLOBAL SCALE
The dire condition of the planet can hardly be over-stated.
We are using resources at a faster rate than the planet can
replenish them, and we are polluting at a completely unsustainable rate. This increase in consumption and the resulting
pollution have led to the creation of a number of problems,
particularly environmental ones.
The unimaginable rise in luxury of Western living standards
has been responsible for much of the growth in environmental issues globally. These problems are existential threats to
humanity, and cannot be ignored. It is not, however, just an
issue that relates to flat-screen TVs and smartphones. There
are many problems arising from our current system of production, and one of the biggest relates to food.
Many of the environmental issues that we face are due to
agriculture. Feeding the planet is crucial, and we have been
getting it wrong for decades.
Between a third and half of the food produced globally
is never eaten. This scale of waste is hard to comprehend. It
requires a landmass greater in size than China. This means
that we, as a species, have dedicated resources to transforming land with an existing ecosystem, often turning it into an
47
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intensive monoculture, in order to be able to throw away the
food that this land produces.
Clearly, this is not a good use of our limited resources.
Given how ruthlessly waste is tracked, hunted down and
eliminated in other industries, it is hard to see why we tolerate
this extraordinary level of waste in our consumption habits. In
the US, for example, food production uses 10% of all energy
produced, 50% of the land surface, and 80% of all freshwater
used in a year. Despite this generous allocation of resources,
food waste is so bad that it amounts to 1.3% of GDP, or $2,275
a year for each family.
There is also a moral dimension to this misallocation of
resources. There are currently almost a billion people worldwide who are malnourished. Just one quarter of the food
wasted by Western consumers could ensure that no-one goes
to bed hungry.
The global food market allows us to import foods from
around the world, improving the variety in our diets, but this
can increase pressure on agricultural resources in countries
that struggle to feed their local populations.
Not only that, but the transport of food internationally
leads to excess food miles. Increasing consumption of non-domestic food, and the increasing consumption of out-of-season
produce is obviously responsible for part of this excessive
transport, but much non-domestic produce is consumed
despite locally-sourced alternatives being available.
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A TIPPING POINT IN GLOBAL
CONSCIOUSNESS
We are running out of time. We do not have the luxury of
being able to spend several years reviewing the situation and
preparing resolutions or undertakings or ‘firm commitments’
to reduce our impact on the climate. We need to act fast, and
on an unprecedented scale. The good news is that 2019 has
seen enormous positive momentum building in this regard.
The first step to self-improvement is self-awareness, and
awareness of environmental issues is increasing every day.
This is true at the individual level, with people making choices
about how they consume responsibly, at the collective level,
with movements such as Extinction Rebellion, but also at the
corporate level, with environmental policies becoming a key
part of corporate social responsibility decision-making.
To a certain extent, of course, corporate involvement
in these issues is purely self-interest. Companies move on
these issues because it is demanded by consumers, and not
moving on these issues becomes more costly than the action
demanded. For example, child labour used to be endemic in
the fashion industry. Consumer demands for change soon
outweighed the cost-savings available to producers, and
change happened.
The corporate world is starting to move, driven by global
movements. The strike for climate change, the Extinction
Rebellion and the IPCC climate change report have all contributed to driving this increase in awareness. The global
manufacturing conglomerate Mars has just issued a new
49
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mission statement that relies heavily on environmental issues,
and Dettol has recently committed to a new generation of
products that are respectful of the environment.
Even the institutional level is becoming more environmentally aware, with government and transnational initiatives
aimed at improving best practices becoming more and more
common. Indeed, on 1 May 2019, the UK declared a state of
climate emergency, becoming the first country to do so. Many
other regions, cities and towns had already done so, and more
countries will soon follow suit.
This increase in the awareness of the problem is only useful
insofar as it allows the generation of the political will to push
solutions: in and of itself, awareness is not particularly useful.
How do we move from awareness about these issues to taking
concrete steps that will fix these issues? This is a vast question,
but we believe that tech is part of the answer.
It might be the case, as some people claim, that the current
free-market capitalistic structure of our economy is doomed,
and that an as-yet unconceived of system will be created,
allowing for sustained and sustainable economy activity and
a healthy planet.
For now though, we have to deal with a dominant system
that is obsessed with hyper-growth, and is only interested in
finding the next unicorn. Tech for good does not sit entirely
naturally within that world-view. Tech for good is more concerned with improving the world for everyone and making
a positive impact. It is typically less concerned with financial
KPIs and hitting IPO targets as quickly as possible.
50
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So, until we are able to find and build a system that is not
incompatible with the continued survival of humanity as a species, most businesses choose to operate within this paradigm,
without challenging it. Tech not only offers the best solutions
available within the constraints of the current societal model,
but the tools to help change the way we do things.

BUILDING GLOBAL SOLUTIONS
WITH TECH
We believe that tech not only has the best solutions, but
that it will become the leading method by which we attack
these problems and provide solutions on a global scale. Tech
has several characteristics that make it an ideal vector for
change.
Firstly, tech scales. Where a technological solution is available, it can be rolled out globally with ease, by activating a
tick box on a website backend to make the site available to
users from a particular market, or by pushing an app to the
app store for that market. It has global reach, instantly.
Not only is its reach instantaneous, its improvements are
incremental and global. An improvement to the product that
is created in one market can be pushed to all other markets,
and the research and development costs that are put into a
product benefit a much wider audience.
This can allow further growth to be driven. Getting the
world’s population online creates huge new and untapped
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markets for digitally delivered services, and physical services
provided with the assistance of tech. We see this reach not only
as a new market for increased consumption of products, but
also as the accelerated dissemination of ideas and solutions.
Secondly, tech is agile. The industry as a whole is structured in a lean way, with flexible teams and working practices.
Decision-making power in younger companies, and start-ups
in particular, tends to be concentrated in very small groups, or
even in individuals. This makes a strategic pivot much easier
to accomplish than it would be for a more mature company,
which often have many subsidiaries or departments that need
to be aligned, a board to convince, and so on.
Thirdly, tech is fast. Once it is pointed in the right direction,
solutions can be pushed to the market very rapidly indeed.
Once a minimum viable product is built, rollout time is
minimal, there is no lead time for manufacturing, and the
development process is generally speaking a sophisticated
one that allows for a smooth workflow.
As a bonus, a modern tech start-up creator does not necessarily need to be an expert in coding, but can use a range
of plug-ins, web apps and more to drive an extremely sophisticated service that would previously have required whole
teams of dedicated programmers. This means that as we add
new generations of tech users to the global digital community,
we are increasing the opportunities for entrepreneurs to make
a difference.
We are hugely positive about the potential impact of tech
to address the global issues that we have discussed. Our own
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companies are two examples of how tech can be used as a
tool to make a difference in society.

OLIO – A TECHNICAL SOLUTION
TO ELIMINATE FOOD WASTE
Tessa grew up on a farm, and saw first-hand just how much
work goes into putting food on the table. She never wasted
anything. The idea for Olio came to her when she was packing
up her things to move back to the UK after a period overseas.
The removal men told her she couldn’t put any food in the
lorry. The idea of throwing perfectly good packets and tins of
food in the bin was completely alien to her, so she scooped
it all up and walked around outside looking for people who
could take it.
As she was walking between houses, she realised two
things. Firstly, the approach was a local one, but an inefficient one. She was literally carrying everything around, and
just hoping to find people who would take it. The second
thing she realised was that she had the skills to fix this
problem.
Indeed, she had spent significant time working in the
digital space by this point, and knew that she could build a
solution. With her co-founder, she rapidly built a technical
solution. That solution is now the sophisticated app, Olio,
which serves a worldwide community of users. It is free to
use, and puts consumers and shops with excess produce in
touch with other consumers nearby.
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The implications of using a technical solution to build a
new community of users around the idea of reducing food
waste are enormous. Food waste is an enormous problem, but
the intelligent use of tech means that we can actually solve
this problem completely.
Beyond all of the environmental impacts, widespread
adoption of this type of approach will have a positive economic impact – food waste costs households a huge amount
of money. Again, tech is the tool to solve this problem. Indeed,
using tech to improve the way in which we consume food is
also the principle behind the Food Assembly.

THE FOOD ASSEMBLY – IMPROVING
FOOD QUALITY, REDUCING FOOD MILES
Food transport is a major contributor to climate change,
and is very often entirely unnecessary – too many consumers
purchase produce grown thousands of kilometres from their
homes, when a local producer, often within fifty or a hundred
kilometres, is growing exactly the same thing.
Distribution networks have become distorted by supermarket chains and have often squeezed producers, treating
them unfairly, driving down prices and adversely affecting
quality. The Food Assembly is a project that is designed to
allow local producers to connect with local consumers.
Again, tech is putting people in touch to improve the way
in which we consume food. From the consumer’s point of
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view, they have better visibility of the source of their food and
the quality of the food is higher than that of the produce they
can find in a supermarket. They also have the satisfaction of
reducing their impact on climate change, and supporting a
local producer. From the producer’s point of view, the farm
gate price is much better, and they have the satisfaction of
delivering a quality product to a demanding consumer.
While the local distribution model, where people manage
the assemblies to which food is delivered for consumers to
collect, was originally an additional source of income for people who believe in local agriculture, the concept is gaining so
much traction that we are seeing people devoting themselves
to the activity full-time, running several groups and several
networks.

OPPORTUNITIES IN A CHANGING WORLD
Our companies are two examples of the vast array of
economic opportunities that exist in tackling the issues of
climate change and consumption. Survival on this planet
will require a significant change in habits, and perhaps even
negative growth. It may sound strange to describe a future of
necessary negative growth as an economic opportunity, but
the two are actually complementary.
For example, reducing global meat consumption by 80%
would suffice to avoid any global temperature rises at all,
and driving consumption of meat alternatives is clearly a
substantial economic opportunity. Investors seem to agree:
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the shares in one company providing such a solution, Beyond
Meat, were driven to more than 150% above their IPO price
on opening day.
Another example is the French company called Ynsect,
which recently raised 110 million euros to industrialise the
production of insects, which are transformed into high-quality, high-protein feed for animals and even plants.
As the Food Assembly has developed, we have seen that
there is a need to accelerate the platform that producers
use to access consumers for distribution. There is a certain
investment in terms of time and human capital to master the
processes of a new platform. When the Food Assembly was
launched it was the only solution, but now has a number of
competitors.
One of the opportunities generated by the variety of platforms is the question of interoperability. Can we improve
the way in which producers interact with platforms? Could
we even standardise the way in which they tell platforms
what produce they have available for sale? This would allow
producers to add catalogues full of products to a new platform, reaching a new market, with a few clicks. It would also
improve efficiency, and help producers to successfully manage the value chain as they start to vertically integrate some
components, such as transport and logistics. The idea could
even allow producers, buyers and consumers to standardise
the way in which they talk about food.
These opportunities will occur more and more frequently
in the future, but tech will always be best-placed to help
56
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companies grab them, because tech is what gives companies
speed and the opportunity to scale.

SCALING THESE SOLUTIONS
Olio has no competitors other than the bin. The Food
Assembly competes against giant incumbent distribution
networks. Despite these differences, they are both tech companies and have similar patterns in growth. The solutions they
and other tech companies can offer are scalable nationally and
internationally without great difficulty.
Tech products generally share this characteristic, and it is
part of what makes the sector so dynamic and so exciting. The
next big challenge is going to be the shift into the mainstream.
Changing societal consumer habits that have taken root over
decades is not an overnight effort. It needs time, and it also
needs money.
Access to capital is one of the biggest issues in European
tech. Silicon Valley is seen as a mecca for start-ups, and as
something of a badge of honour for those who make the
move. It is easy to understand the attraction: there is much
more money available in the VC market in the US than in
Europe.
This differential must be tackled if we wish to preserve
the status of Europe as a destination for tech VC funding,
and we believe that doing so is imperative to ensure that
Europe remains an attractive and thriving economic area
57
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into the future, as the global economy becomes increasingly
tech-driven.
Tech for good faces particular challenges in this area. The
sector is young, and trying to drive change with assistance
from early adopters. There are various approaches to investment, of course, but the most common theme we encounter
is the challenge of balancing the level of risk that investors
are willing to accept with their investment goals.
Impact investors are mission-aligned but risk-averse, while
VC money tends to be happy with taking more risk, but isn’t
necessarily concerned about much more than a healthy rate
of return. How can we drive further and better investment
in tech for good, to ensure that investors are investing in the
change they want to see in the world?

A NEW BUSINESS PARADIGM
One of the obvious ways in which the tech for good
sector can be supported is with institutional structural support. There is a global climate emergency, and the European
Union has a significant role to play in finding solutions.
Part of this can certainly be to drive changes in investor
behaviour. Instead of asking for a five-year business plan, for
instance, investors should be asking for an environmental
impact plan.
Institutional contributions are not just about training
capitalists to invest in the tech for good sector. Institutional
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support can also take the form of partnerships between public
and private stakeholders, both incumbent industrial groups
and start-ups. These partnerships also have the advantage of
helping the economy to adapt to the new paradigm more
quickly, transfusing capital into younger and more agile
businesses.
For example, a transport solution could be imagined on
the basis of a blended service provided between a public
stakeholder, such as the French railway company SNCF, an
incumbent industrial group, such as Renault, and a younger
company such as BlaBlaCar. This would allow for the provision of a high-quality service, perhaps the gradual reallocation
of capital from an incumbent to a start-up, and an injection
of cash into an innovative product.
The other significant advantage of this model is that it allows
the transition to occur despite the current economic model
that pushes for a maximum of competition. Competition
rarely allows for the paradigm shift that the current climate
emergency demands, and may even be inherently contradictory with the term ‘ecological transition’.
We can no longer be content with doing the same things
in a slightly better way. We need to push for change. The
values of the companies we founded are also contradictory to
the basic tenets of the current economic system. Olio is free
to use, and redistributes what is effectively a waste product.
The Food Assembly is based on improving the distribution
of wealth and on cooperation. In neither case is the company
geared up to allow the transmission of any added value to
shareholders.
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This change in approach goes to the very heart of what we
consider to be the purpose of ‘business’. If we are not seeking
profits and value, what are we seeking? How do we know
when we’ve found it? How do we measure our progress? New
business metrics are needed and are being built in order to
help us understand our impact, both in the marketplace and
on the environment.

INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT
The European Union needs to lead the charge on environmental and social matters. Tech for good in the EU currently
represents 10‑15% of the market, but this figure needs to reach
75%, and it needs to do so quickly. The impact that the tech
for good sector makes is not just measurable in KPIs, and we
and other people in the sector are extremely proud that we
are leaving a better world for our children and grandchildren.
In more technical terms, fiscal incentives are clearly a
useful tool to encourage or leverage further investment. The
Enterprise Investment Scheme and Seed Enterprise Investment
Scheme in the UK both offer significant tax relief opportunities to investors, and are widely considered to have been a
success. A similar but more favourable treatment for tech for
good companies would be a welcome boost to the sector and
allow it to be differentiated from other tech start-ups.
Tax relief is only one lever, however. Investment must be
as widespread as possible, and must also focus on innovation,
research and development. For example, the European Union
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is running Horizon 2020, investing 80 billion euro over the
period leading up to 2020. This programme is ground-breaking and should be extended or renewed with a similar initiative to ensure that cutting-edge tech is produced in the EU.
Of course, the tech industry has its own ecosystem of tech
incubators and tech accelerators. These are fantastic structures,
and some of them are doing truly exceptional things, but the
world of tech for good might need its own dedicated infrastructure in order to protect young companies from certain
pitfalls.
We also need to look beyond accelerators, to move from
the start-up stage to the scale-up. Tech for good companies
will eventually dominate the mainstream, but we need breakthroughs, we need our first tech for good unicorn, a company
that becomes a household name.
The environmental and social impact of our companies
is enormous – and unusually, the environmental impact is a
positive one. As the climate emergency begins to be taken seriously in public discourse, and as it begins to affect investment
decisions, the positive environmental impact that a company
has will become a stronger argument with consumers, but also
with potential employees. The same goes for social impact,
as the next generation of workers seek emotional and social
value in their work, and not just financial value.
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PROTECTION FOR CONSUMERS
The global knowledge economy, where ideas are hard currency and can be duplicated or stolen in the blink of an eye,
and where concepts and businesses can be emailed around
the world in seconds, is particularly vulnerable to unfair
competitive practices and the exploitation of weaknesses in
local or national regulation.
These practices, which we see domestically but also internationally, can go so far as to affect the economic stability
of a whole sector or country. A country where stability is
undermined can see citizens rejecting progress, which can
lead to the rise of nationalism and sovereigntists.
Indeed, mature Western economies are starting to realise
that protecting consumers is crucial to preserving a healthy
economy and that the tech industry in particular is the new
regulatory frontier, where legislators and regulators are constantly playing catch-up.
We cannot allow innovators from overseas to use the
European Union as a testing ground for real-world beta
product testing, and we need to give our local companies and
innovators the correct level of protection in order to allow
them to resist unfair competition and to survive and then
succeed.
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JUSTIFIABLE OPTIMISM
We are convinced that despite the enormous challenges the
world faces, in social, environmental, economic and human
terms, tech can drive a profound change in the approach that
humanity is taking to these issues.
Pressure from consumers and voters, on corporations and
democratic institutions, will drive a bottom-up revolution
in how we finance and invest in innovation and the new
economy, and will allow a structural modification of our
consumption habits and the development of solutions to our
climate’s problems.
Not only does tech have unique characteristics that allow
us to develop and deploy these solutions on a global scale,
but it can even allow us to solve some of these problems
altogether. As we move into an uncertain future, where the
current resource-intensive economic model based on eternal
growth in consumption will doubtless be replaced, we must
be determined to push our companies and institutions to take
the steps needed to optimise and encourage the investment
and innovative that will accelerate our success in tackling
these issues. Our survival depends on it.
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Facing the skills gap

TALENTS
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« The success of our
economy depends on
the talent which drives it.
The digital transformation
of existing industries
depends just as much
on digital talent as the
digital economy and the
tech ecosystem itself.
Continuing to invest
in education and to
ensure that the French
reputation for excellence
is extended can close the
existing skills gap with
other regions. Creating,
attracting and retaining
talent are key challenges
to ensuring that the future
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for the French economy
remains bright. »
ISABELLE KOCHER AND FRÉDÉRIC MAZZELLA
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ISABELLE KOCHER is the CEO of Engie. She trained as an
engineer at the prestigious French school École des mines, holds a
professorship in Physics and a Master’s Degree in Quantum Optics.
She spent the early part of her career in engineering, before becoming
a key advisor in the government of Lionel Jospin. She took part in the
creation of many French industrial giants, including EADS, Areva, and
Thales. She joined the Suez group in 2002, and was appointed CEO
of Engie in mid-2016.
FRÉDÉRIC MAZZELLA founder of BlaBlaCar, the ride-sharing
platform that became one of the first French unicorns. He studied physics
at the French École normale supérieure before moving to the US to
study Computer Science at Stanford. While at the university, he worked
for NASA as a robotics researcher in the Computer Science department.
He is also a graduate of the French business school INSEAD. In late
2016, he transitioned to being the Chairman of BlaBlaCar and handed
over the CEO position to Nicolas Brusson. He is also currently serving
as the Co-President of France Digitale.
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TALENTS:
Facing the skills gap

The economy is developing with unprecedented speed.
Historically significant sectors are being challenged and
disrupted. The world is grappling with climate change, and
how to mitigate its worst effects. These battles against climate
change are increasingly economic, regulatory and industrial.
These changes imply massive disruption to existing legacy
economic systems. Some of these changes will call into question entire business models or even industries.
We propose to look at how the wide-ranging changes in
industrial conditions are having a profound effect on the
economy. We will discuss these changes, and how they are
affecting the economy. We will then describe how we think
these changes are affecting the particular issue of talent.
Of course, our vision of this issue is necessarily personal,
to a certain extent. Our knowledge is drawn from experience,
and our stories are shared from our own viewpoints, our view
of the economy and industry is one seen through the lens of
our own experiences and our own companies.
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Indeed, at first glance it may not seem like our companies
have much in common. However, in reality they are dealing
with many of the same issues. Naturally, the needs that ENGIE
may have will differ somewhat from the needs that BlaBlaCar
or another start-up may have, but they are often expressions
of the same problem, considered from different angles.
We hope that the experiences and analysis that we share
with you are more widely applicable than to our own sectors, and that they are of use to everyone. The suggestions
that we make are ones that we believe can help ensure
that France and Europe can remain global industrial and
economical heavyweights throughout the digital transition
and beyond.

GLOBAL CHANGES ARE UPSETTING
THE ESTABLISHED ORDER
The changes to the global economy are happening faster
than ever before. Tech is accelerating many of these changes,
with rapid deployment of products, and nimble, lean companies outmanoeuvring and out-competing legacy players.
Climate change is also accelerating changes.
As we develop a greater collective conscience as to the way
in which we live our lives, and the impact that our choices
have on the planet, consumer choices are changing, old
habits are being broken, and new ones made. The pressure
is growing on companies to adopt greener practices. This is
something that is felt keenly in the energy sector.
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For example, ENGIE is an energy supplier. Its role has
always been to supply energy to customers, from consumers
to multinational corporations. It produced energy, transported
energy to where it was needed, and collected money for each
unit of energy consumed. This model has changed.
ENGIE is now taking steps to allow its customers to reduce
their consumption, and is being paid to do so. While energy
savings might seem like common sense, it is actually a very
profound change for the market to have given us a company
that is in a position where it is actively working to reduce
sales of its only product.
This profound change was dismissed as naivety when it was
first suggested as an approach, but the results are there. When
this approach was discussed ahead of its implementation in 2015,
it was designed to bet on ENGIE’s attractiveness to customers
and to talent. It was designed in the hope that it would ensure
that the company remained the preferred choice of customers,
and of talent. From 14% negative growth in 2015, ENGIE moved
to 5% growth in 2018, while improving its profitability.
In addition, this energy use reduction drive, alongside the
zero-carbon strategy implemented by the company, combined to deliver a 50% drop in the production of CO2. This is
just one example of how a change in consumer attitudes can
drive a company culture revolution that allows goals to be
achieved in corporate terms, while still hitting sustainability
targets and producing cleaner and cleaner energy.
This is also an example of how company objectives are
increasingly aligning with the interests of the collective.
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Indeed, alignment of company objectives with the interests
of the collective is a key factor to long-term success. The
collective interest can be expressed in a variety of ways, and
we would like to highlight two complementary approaches
to this expression.

TOP-DOWN STRATEGIC DIRECTION
France has always been good at creating national champions. Strategic technologies are defended and promoted, and
achieve success the world over. This is an expression of the
national project on a corporate basis. The State may own a
holding, have voting rights, or even a seat on the board, but
its involvement is a given.
The strategic company or sector of industry is effectively
considered to be an expression of the national intention,
expressed by the government of the day. The involvement
of the government might be limited to putting favourable
policies in place, or it may extend to a company actually being
under public ownership to a greater or lesser extent.
This industrial activity is a top-down expression of the
collective interest in strategic industrial terms. For example,
a government may decide that the best strategic path ahead
requires a high-speed rail network. It can encourage investment in the rail sector, or it can start its own engineering
company to build the track, and another to build the train, but
the result is still a top-down direction of industry expressing
the collective interest.
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The other side of this coin is the bottom-up creation of a
network or community.

BOTTOM-UP DEMAND-LED CREATION
The idea for BlaBlaCar came when Frederic could not find
an available seat on a train, and ended up making his planned
trip in a car, with a family member. He saw empty seats in all
of the other cars around him on the motorway, and realised
that in fact, there was plenty of spare capacity for his journey,
at the time he wanted to travel, but it was in cars, not on the
rail network.
This realisation became a ride-sharing website, which then
became BlaBlaCar. This sector, which can only exist because
of tech, and can only exist because of the community that
drives it, is an expression of the popular desire for the solution to exist. This sounds convoluted, but it just means that
BlaBlaCar was created because the demand already existed,
and was not being met.
BlaBlaCar is effectively the sum of everyone’s desire to
travel simply and easily. It does not exist because a government official decided that ride-sharing would be a desirable
thing to have in the modern economy, it exists because millions of people want it to exist, and use its services regularly.
Today in 2019, BlaBlaCar’s Community counts 75 million
members in 22 countries. A full quarter of the French population are members, and more than half of the key 18‑26
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demographic are registered. These extraordinary numbers
show that ‘market penetration’ and ‘market maturity’ are
now in the past, and that bottom-up demand has created an
expression of the collective desire for and interest in mobility
services.
In addition to aligning their interests with the collective
interest in order to ensure long-term success, companies have
to complete their ecological and digital transitions.

ECOLOGICAL AND DIGITAL TRANSITIONS
Ecology and the digital economy are much more closely
linked than it may at first seem. They are both precipitating
incredibly rapid changes in industrial behaviours, and they
are both extremely challenging for business leaders to grapple
with as they lead their companies through the substantial
changes caused by the questions these two issues raise.
ENGIE is at the intersection of these two issues. It is
working hard to minimise the impact of the economy on the
environment, but also has a significant role to play in the
digital economy. The first of these two aspects is the one that
is more readily associated with ENGIE. As an energy producer,
this is natural.
The ecological transition at ENGIE is at the heart of its
strategy for the future. The company helps business leaders
and community leaders to draw up zero-carbon roadmaps.
Part of this may involve ENGIE taking on energy-consuming
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assets from customers to help reduce energy consumption,
but also to improve the user experience.
Many of these changes will involve ENGIE staff being
on-site with clients, using the best in new technology and
digital tools to drive energy savings. This is where ecology and
digital intersect. This on-site work, often to produce zero-carbon energy, is part of what the company can now sell as the
product it refers to as ‘zero-carbon transition as a service’.
For BlaBlaCar, the digital transition is not necessarily something that it has had to negotiate. The company was not a legacy transport sector stakeholder, and has always been a tech
company. It also has an immediate ecological impact. Filling
empty seats in existing vehicles, rather than putting more
vehicles on the road, is an absolutely crucial step to reducing
emissions per passenger and improving mobility. Indeed, this
ecological contribution has always been an important part
of the business. In 2006, Frederic often said that if he could
reduce CO2 emissions by just 1%, he would be happy!
Whatever the origin of our companies, and whatever the
sector in which they operate, they all have to deal with the
economic, industrial and ecological realities of our world.
They all have to negotiate the digital and ecological transitions,
and the changes and challenges that these will bring.
One of these challenges, which we believe is perhaps the
most important challenge for the next ten years, is to ensure
the continued supply of talent. What is the skills gap? What
causes it? If we are able to identify its causes, can we then
identify how to close the skills gap?
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WHAT IS THE SKILLS GAP?
The skills gap is the distance between the demand for
skilled labour in a particular market, and the supply available
in that market. Sometimes, this gap is small or non-existent,
and at other times it can widen alarmingly. It is an extremely
harmful thing to have an economy in which the supply and
demand of essential skills are so mismatched.
When demand outstrips supply, the economy is effectively
held back by the absence of the skilled people who are needed
to drive it forwards. There can be no innovation in energy
production if there are no engineers, and there can be no
digital innovation in the absence of computer scientists.
The skills gap is keenly felt in the tech sector, as we
shall see, but also causes issues in the energy sector. As
the digital transition becomes more and more advanced in
the global economy, it becomes increasingly obvious that
every company is a tech company to a certain extent. Tech
and digital tools are becoming pervasive and are moving
into parts of the economy where it was previously unimaginable. High-tech infrastructure, the internet of things, and
many more innovative products are everywhere, including
in energy.
The issues that the skills gap can cause are issues that cut
across the whole economy. They are so broad that the stakes
for getting this right are almost unimaginably high. Securing
a supply of talent for future industries is essential in order to
ensure that we have future industries, and do not lose out to
other regions or economies.
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It is therefore important that we try to identify the causes
of this gap, so that we can attempt to treat it, close it, and
unlock the potential growth in our economy.

WHAT CAUSES THE SKILLS GAP?
We believe that several factors contribute to the skills gap.
While our companies might experience these factors in different ways, the underlying factors are often the same.
ENGIE is not the same company that it was in 1999, and
it will be a different company again in 2039. The roles that
it needs to fill are constantly changing. Part of its strategy to
meet the challenges of the future involves using more and
more tech to assist clients in their zero-carbon transition.
Many of the techniques and strategies that are deployed in
this transition involve efforts to decentralise energy production and to optimise energy efficiency. This work necessarily
involves high technology, and ENGIE Digital and its development are at the heart of the company’s future. The nature
of the talent that the company needs to recruit and retain in
order to be able to provide this support to its customers is
constantly evolving and changing as the technologies used to
enable the support change over time.
Indeed, the skills gap is identifiable just as much with
regards to front-line staff as with regards to engineers working
on long-term digital projects. We do not necessarily compete
internationally to recruit the former category, but training
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and retention are key issues that the company has worked
hard to address. The latter category are effectively people that
may be described as tech talent, but with additional sectoral
knowledge. In addition to the national recruitment and retention issues, the company faces international competition for
these in-demand skills.
These tech skills are also those that concern the digital economy more widely. BlaBlaCar, as a ‘pure’ tech company, suffers
particularly badly from the skills gap in relation to these roles.
Having a fully digital product means that a global economy is
available to compete in, but also that the global economy can
compete for our local talent. The ecosystem is a global one,
and the talent circulates within it relatively freely, tending to
gravitate towards one of the various epicentres of tech.
The question is, can we identify how far the attraction of
these talent centres extends? How can we extract talent from
beyond the event horizon of these recruitment black holes?
We believe that the issue of education is largely at the root of
this question. Frederic is a classic example of the way in which
this plays out. He had a classic top-level French education at
a famous high school and university, but pursuing the best
opportunities in the best schools in the domain of Computer
Science to which he was attracted meant that he had to go
to the US, to attend Stanford University. Less typically, he
returned to France to pursue his career as an entrepreneur
rather than continuing to pursue economic opportunity
overseas.
Many French graduates face similar choices. After years
and years of pursuing highly-selective and demanding aca78
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demic careers, how do they make the decision about where to
continue their studies or begin their careers? Are there equivalent options in France and in the US? Can France compete
with the US for computer science talent, for example? This
intense competition from other regions is part of the reason
that French tech companies can sometimes feel like they are
struggling to recruit talent.
Naturally, the challenges that our companies have had to
take on as they chart their respective paths through the new
economy are ones that are faced by almost any company that
trades and recruits internationally. We have a common interest in closing the skills gap. How can we make sure that our
companies can attract, recruit and retain talent from around
the world? How can we ensure that our national and regional
economy remains competitive in the global marketplace?

HOW WILL WE CLOSE THE GAP?
We believe that a healthy digital ecosystem and a healthy
wider economy are both absolutely key to allowing a country
to attract talent. While there is much that can be done to
improve the health of these areas, we will focus here on the
actions that we believe affect the issue of talent more particularly and directly.
We believe that there are two main groups of techniques
and approaches to closing the skills gap. The first group of
techniques address structural issues, and attempt to improve
the attractiveness of the economy in order to attract talent.
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The second group of techniques concern the supply of talent
itself, and attempt to generate that talent directly. We do not
rank these categories, but believe that the best strategy for the
future involves techniques from both. Indeed, some of our
preferred techniques overlap both categories.
At ENGIE, we are looking for ways to allow those who
have not fully benefited from the education system to succeed in their careers, by providing training schemes and
opportunities throughout the careers of our staff. We are
conscious of the fact that our highly-qualified employees
do not necessarily fully reflect the gender balance of the
workforce as a whole, or its variety of social background.
The company is very keen to train its own talent, and to
develop the potential of its staff.
The company has also developed several HR tools to allow
women to shine and to develop their careers within the group.
ENGIE is looking to improve the recruitment of women in
order to contribute to closing the skills gap. For example,
Engie aims to reach 10% of apprenticeship in the workforce,
it will especially help attract and train women in technological
jobs and thus improve the supply of future talent as a whole.
Part of the issue with home-grown talent in the tech industry is that so little of it is truly home-grown. The French tech
sector is doing some truly wonderful things, but it could do so
much more. BlaBlaCar is one of the tech sector stakeholders
that finds itself confronted with these issues.
The root cause of many of these problems is education. We
believe that the biggest single change that the French economy
80
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could make to the prospects of the future of the tech sector is
the creation of a centre of international excellence in the sector.
The sector has already taken steps to ensure that there is a
healthy start-up ecosystem, with a flourishing community of
incubators, accelerators and many more structures to nurture
and develop promising business ideas. The coding school
founded by Xavier Niel, Ecole 42, is one example of what we
believe indicates a healthy ecosystem.
But in the same way as a healthy automobile industry
depends on automotive engineers and not just on mechanics, a healthy digital economy cannot just supply coders and
bright ideas. Innovation in computer science is absolutely key
to this sector, and this is the area that is most ripe for change
in the sector. In the same way that France is a recognised
centre for business excellence, with the business school
INSEAD regularly topping the international classification of
MBAs, ahead of many prestigious US universities, we need an
internationally-renowned centre of excellence in computer
engineering, computer science and innovation.
This is not an easy thing to achieve, nor is it a quick fix, but
it is a strategic necessity to ensure that the national economy
can continue to compete on the global stage. It is also a strategic move to position France as a centre of excellence and
innovation, feeding into the wider issue of the attractiveness
of the economy.
In 2015, a campaign was run to encourage French expatriates to return home. This initiative, called “Reviens Léon”
(‘Come home Léon’), in a nod to a famous television advert,
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emphasised French innovation. This is the image which
France must cultivate and encourage, and to which educational excellence will contribute substantially.
Part of this issue is structural and goes far beyond education.
According to some estimates, between a third and half of new
jobs generated in the US economy are directly or indirectly
related to the tech industry. France has not yet reached these
proportions, and it is still in the process of undergoing its
digital transition. This means that the wider ecosystem still
has fantastic potential for growth.
Out of all the global unicorns, about 160 are American, 30
are European and 5 are French. Frederic likes using a tennis
metaphor – if tech were a Davis Cup match, the score in the
first set between Europe and the US would be 6‑1 to the US.
While this might not be what a supporter of the European
side wants to see, it is in fact a very encouraging start, and
most importantly, the dependency of this new economy on
innovation means that nothing is certain going forward.
To continue the metaphor, nothing is preventing France
from winning the next set. We can give ourselves the tools we
need to succeed and to attract talent from around the world.
Not only is it possible, it is necessary. Not only are other regions
generating more economic success stories in terms of unicorn
companies, they are also vastly bigger ecosystems. This depth
of the talent pool is something that we are capable of reproducing in France, and something that we must strive to provide.
In the same way that achieving educational excellence
in business allows the country to ensure a steady supply of
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talent, we believe that it is essential to do the same thing with
technology in order to contribute to the overall health of the
ecosystem itself.
If we are successful in meeting the demands of the new
economy, and in maintaining a sufficient supply of skills to
ensure that the growth of our companies is not impeded by
a constraint in the supply of talent, how will the future look?
What is the future for talent?

FUTURE SKILLS, FUTURE TALENTS
We believe that AI is going to have a massive impact on
skills, the skills gap, and the market for talent more generally.
Identifying, recruiting and retaining talent are massive strategic issues, and need human design and strategy to succeed, but
there is much that can be done to improve the way in which
tech drives this process. AI can help with many tasks in this
field, and will greatly assist in this regard.
The equal recruitment of men and women, which has been
a major societal concern for some time now, will continue to
help solve the skills gap. Recruiting as many women as men
would actually solve the problem entirely in many industries,
including those in which our companies operate.
In addition to these sectoral trends, we believe that there
are changes coming in the way that the economy generally
operates. Part of this is environmental, but the sense of
responsibility is wider than that, and this is an area in which
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French companies appear to excel. For example, Backmarket, a
French company that sells refurbished computing electronics
and mobile telephones, is growing rapidly, and is expanding
into the US. TooGoodToGo, a French app, connects consumers to unsold food in local eateries. Another French company,
Ynsect, is attacking the issue of protein in the animal feed
supply chain in an innovative manner. BlaBlaCar is also such
an example of a service, making the best use of under-utilised
cars to reduce air pollution.
All of these companies take an innovative and responsible
approach to existing issues, and this approach is one that
seems to us to be particularly French. The US economy, for all
of its strengths, has not generated start-ups that tackle these
issues in the same way.
In addition to improving the overall attractiveness of the
economy, and improving the supply of home-grown talent,
we can emphasise the ‘French tech touch’ in the digital economy, and the way in which the sector as a whole uses tech
to deal with societal issues. France enjoys a fantastic international reputation in many domains, and the halo effect of this
reputation can easily be used to drive further improvements
in the way in which its tech sector is perceived.
We believe that while the skills gap is real, the tools are
available to allow our economy to close the gap. We believe
that we can already train and retain our own talent in certain sectors, and that investment in education will prevent
the gap from widening further in the future. In particular,
investment in educational technological excellence is needed.
France needs to have a global centre of excellence in order
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to contribute to a substantial improvement in the strategic
positioning of its economy on the world stage.
We are intensely optimistic about the future of the French
tech sector in and of itself, and about the future of the digital
transformation of the economy as a whole. Developing and
retaining human talent will allow us to negotiate a successful
path to future growth while preserving a healthy environment.
To ensure the future success of the economy, we need to tackle
the challenges we face rapidly and intelligently. We believe
that continuing to show good leadership on these issues can
allow the French touch to make a significant contribution to
this successful future, and we look forward to encouraging
this to the best of our abilities.
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Killer apps,
tipping points
and societal change

BLOCKCHAIN

« The novel applications
that startups are building
within the Blockchain
architecture are changing
the way in which we handle
information as a society.
More and more people
are now looking to the
innovations in this space
to drive the next wave
of disruption and spawn
the next generation
of unicorns. »
DANIELUS STASIULIS AND SARAH-DIANE ECK
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DANIELUS STASIULIS is a serial entrepreneur at heart. He
began his career in management consultancy before launching several
start-ups. He has many roles on various boards, and his main entrepreneurial task is currently as the co-founder of BitDegree, an online learning platform for digital skills that focuses on reskilling and upskilling
workers for the new economy. BitDegree has a blockchain-based learning
motivation and credentialing system and was the first ICO domiciled
in Lithuania to win full regulatory approval. It employs 30 people in
Kalnius, and half a million learners have started 1.2 million courses.
SARAH-DIANE ECK is the CEO and co-founder of Sandblock,
a blockchain company that develops infrastructure designed to allow
brands to acquire, engage and retain consumers. For example, brands
can build a loyalty system that allows users to spend any reward points
earned with any other brand on the same blockchain protocol. One
example of such an application is Surprise, a loyalty programme
allowing points to be earned, transferred between brands and converted
into cash, all on the blockchain. She studied at the prestigious French
business school HEC, an engineering school, and a top-ranked Paris
law school, Panthéon-Assas.
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BLOCKCHAIN:
Killer apps, tipping points
and societal change

Distributed ledger technologies, or ‘DLTs’, often referred
to as ‘the blockchain’, have substantially changed how we
think about information, and how we think about data. These
changes have created whole new industries and are allowing
innovators to disrupt existing ones.
The highest profile example of a blockchain-based application is Bitcoin. This digital currency is mined by using
computers to solve cryptographic problems, often in mining
pools with thousands of powerful computers. Ownership of
and transactions involving the resulting tokens are recorded
in a public distributed ledger. An attack on the ledger to ‘steal’
a Bitcoin would require a successful attack on a majority of
the countless machines around the world which store a copy
of the distributed ledger.
This effectively creates a fully independent authority that
keeps an automated, algorithmic and unmodifiable record of
all transactions and ownership. We can, for the first time in
history, record information in a distributed and tamper-proof
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manner, in the absence of a trusted central regulatory authority: DLTs are authoritative data without an authority.
Bitcoin is simply one example of an application of a technical protocol, however, and should not be confused with
the concept of a distributed ledger itself: many such DLT
protocols exist. Some protocols can even automate transactions according to external conditions. Smart contracts and
automatic transfers of funds are no longer a wild idea from
a futurist’s brain. This change in the way that we store and
handle information has enormous implications. It allows
ownership to be identified, transferred and ascertained relatively easily.
Not only can tokens be used to record, exchange and
conduct transactions of value, DLT can also be used to build
communities with no central power. Again, it is hard to
understate how far-reaching the implications of this are. A
self-organising community with its own protocol effectively
has a list of rules that are automatically enforced.
Distributed ledger technology is changing things rapidly,
but despite the high profile of Bitcoin in particular, there is
arguably no mass-market application that has driven widespread consumer adoption and/or societal change. We believe
that such a change is imminent, and inevitable.
Naturally, education and consumer technology are two
areas that we consider to be not only ripe for change, but also
catalysts in wide-reaching changes, including to the structure
of society itself.
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RE-INVENTING EDUCATION
AND CONSUMER HABITS
– A GENERATIONAL SHIFT
Essentially, education has not changed in generations. We
have a period of full-time learning which lasts from childhood up until our mid to late-twenties, followed by a thirty
or forty-year period of full-time working. Certain professions
require occasional further formal education here and there,
maybe a few tens of hours a year.
The last and most technical parts of our education are often
paid for, and represent a significant investment. Many students
go into significant debt to achieve this, that they then spend
decades paying off. There is much that is good in the existing
system, of course, but there is more that is ripe for change.
Part of the problem is inertia. Parents and grandparents
influence students’ choices about where they will study or what
they will study. The educational choices therefore become
persistent across several generations, and the behaviours that
drive the choices become more and more deeply ingrained,
and changing them becomes that much harder.
As things currently stand, the choices that people make
about education are not necessarily based on value for money,
or on real-world skills, but reflect societal choices. It is often
a marker of social status to have attended a particular institution, rather than a qualification of particular skills.
The latest generation to be joining the workplace is significantly different from the ones that went before it. The social
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contract is markedly different for Millennials, who change
jobs and even careers far more frequently than their parents
or grandparents ever did.
The gig economy reflects this change, with many people
working on several projects at once, valuing creative and
intellectual stimulation over the ‘job-for-life’ economy that
existed until relatively recently. The changes run deeper than
the issue of employment: even physical media is no longer
understood by many younger people, for example, who view
it as a historical curiosity. With substantial shifts coming in
the education sector, it may well be that Millennials’ children
look at a physical learning institution in the same way as
Millennials look at an old record player or cassette deck.
This generation gap is also visible in consumer loyalty
patterns. Consumers are much less loyal to brands than previously, and brands are having to work harder and harder to
create relationships and nurture them.
Traditional consumer engagement programmes gave
out points ‘within’ a brand. The points could only ever be
redeemed against a small sub-group of that brand’s products,
or even a sub-group of products reserved for the engagement
programme itself, such as T-shirts or other promotional
merchandise.
The purpose and effect of this was to keep a consumer captive within a brand. A system that is mutualised around the
user is a much better concept. However, interaction between
such systems is particularly problematic. In additional to the
technical issues, there are lots of conceptual interoperabil94
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ity issues: how much are points from Brand A worth when
expressed in terms of products available from Brand B? Do
points earned from Brand B expire with regards to redemption against Brand C products, if at all?
Blockchain technology is giving brands the power to transform engagement programmes to make the rewards much
more tangible and to make them much easier and simpler
to use.
Sandblock is an example of what such an environment
could look like, and the product Surprise is an example of how
an innovative application can be built in such an environment.
Surprise is effectively an ICO within Sandblock, and connects
brands and consumers in a new way.
It allows brands to distribute rewards within the protocol,
which in turn allows consumers to exchange these rewards
for services with other brands within the protocol, or even
for cash. Surprise intends to completely transform the way in
which engagement programmes are created and run. Making
rewards more tangible and easier and simpler to use is the
next big challenge in the retail space, and blockchain technology is a perfect match for this use case.

SUBSTANTIAL SOCIETAL CHANGES:
THE BLOCKCHAIN AS A DISRUPTOR
Blockchain technology in both the educational and consumer loyalty space is a revolution because it allows applica95
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tions to be built that will radically change the way in which
stakeholders both generate and share in the value created by
these networks.
There are many parallels between the societal shifts that we
have already seen in employment practices and the potential
for similar shifts to be seen in the educational sector. The
digital world is where this is happening first, and where it
will happen fastest.
The digital space is innovative and fast-paced, and keeping
up with new products and keeping skills current can be a
full-time occupation. Accordingly, people who work in the
digital space are used to learning and acquiring new skills.
New languages, databases, plug-ins and APIs for new products
all require people to learn new skills quickly.
Employers are familiar with this problem, because they
are often the ones who have to fill the gap. Software vendors
often provide certification courses in technical products, for
example, which allow candidates to demonstrate that they
have experience and skill in using a particular solution.
This intellectual culture of permanent curiosity and self-improvement makes the underlying educational environment
particularly ripe for disruption. While tech is an area that
allows for and even cherishes the rapid disruption of existing
structures and incumbent industries, it seems more probable
that change will be gradual. This is mainly due to the societal
factors outlined above. This change will also occur in multiple
areas. Blockchain technology may not be widely understood
at consumer level, but as more and more investment pours
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into the field, we will see more and more applications, digitising industry generally.
As businesses adapt their practices to better reflect their
technical needs on a day-to-day basis, so will staff. A longterm shift towards life-long learning is clearly in progress, and
nowhere is better suited to this than the digital world, both
in terms of demand from the industry, and in terms of the
supply of quality learning that can be delivered anywhere on
the planet.
BitDegree is an attempt to help meet this need, and uses
a blockchain architecture to do so in a unique way. In the
same way as Wikipedia radically changed the way in which
society structures its relationship with knowledge, including
the storage and dissemination of knowledge, BitDegree is an
attempt to radically change the way in which society structures its educational efforts.
Similarly, technology is revolutionising the way in which
we share consumer data. In today’s information economy,
personal data is almost a raw material, and is the means of
exchange for engagement programmes: in exchange for your
data, companies give you a small reward.
This has always been an opaque industry, with consumers
powerless to track their data once they have given consent to
its use, often by checking a box next to a long statement that
few people actually read.
This is an issue that the blockchain can address.
Cryptography is the underlying basis of applications built on
97
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the blockchain. Using the blockchain for personal consumer
data is privacy by design. This is a structural and competitive
advantage, and is particularly important in today’s world.
The data age has brought us many new technologies, but
has also ushered in new privacy concerns. Prior to the GDPR,
consumer rights only related to the deletion, modification and
correction of data. While the new legislation is useful, the use
of blockchain technology is an absolute solution.
The blockchain is by nature a public and tamper-proof
store of data: it is immutable. Because the data cannot ever
be modified, they must be anonymised before entering the
blockchain at all. The natural consequence of this mode of
operation is that they therefore remain private forever. This
consequently makes the blockchain a perfect technology on
which to base a privacy-friendly engagement programme.

RADICAL REDISTRIBUTION
OF VALUE: THE BLOCKCHAIN
AS A DECENTRALISING FORCE
Not only does the blockchain solve this issue of confidentiality, it allows consumers to take control of their data. The
existing industry model has become skewed, and the immense
value generated by consumers’ data is concentrated in the
hands of a few companies. The value has become centralised.
The value of this data is made clear by the many attacks
on the parties holding the data. Card providers, credit check
98
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companies and many other data processors have been the
subject of sophisticated cyber-attacks, with consumers’ data
being re-sold on the black market by the criminals behind the
attacks. A product built on a protocol such as Sandblock prevents data aggregators from being useful targets for identity
theft, as the consumer’s identity is no longer stored.
Consumer data is currently sold and re-sold many times,
between countless companies and data aggregators, including
across international borders, but a fair share of the value of
that data rarely reaches consumers. Surprise is an example of
a blockchain-based engagement programme that addresses
this concern, allowing consumers to control their data and
receive a fair share of the value of that data for themselves.
Part of this is driven by interoperability. Existing programmes are centred around a single brand, and group programmes, such as agreements between airlines to exchange
frequent flyer miles, are extremely difficult to build. The
blockchain allows the automation of all aspects of a traditional
programme: earning points, exchanging between products,
redemption, and now even cashing out into world currencies.
Most importantly, from a consumer’s point of view,
improving the flow and exchange of information, and
redistributing the value created by this information helps
improve the consumer experience. Opaque rules, coupons
and redemption limits are replaced with freely exchangeable
reward tokens.
The same redistribution pattern that the blockchain
is driving in consumer data can be seen in EdTech. The
99
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majority of the value that is currently generated in higher
education is concentrated in the institutions themselves.
Eventually, as people shift towards life-long learning, it is
likely that only the top 1% of institutions will be able to
survive – names like Harvard, Yale, Oxford and MIT still
carry sufficient weight to be attractive to students. The
bottom tranche of institutions are just diploma mills, and
are basically scammers – they will go out of business, and
the world will be a better place for it.
However, whether diplomas are highly regarded Ivy League
diplomas, or from an unheard-of institution, they are all diplomas, because this is all that educational institutions provide.
Employers, however, are increasingly looking for talent, rather
than a particular label or name, and this mismatch means that
institutions are effectively over-valued.
Demand for talent is very high in the digital space in particular, which means that diplomas represent poor value – they
do not accurately reflect what employers need. Institutions
are not providing value for money, but are acting as stores
of the value that is generated.
In contrast to this structure, the future of education will
be based on blocks of learning that certify the acquisition of
a particular skill – the granularity of these skills is infinitely
adjustable, and can be adapted to suit students, teachers, and
those who generate the demand for the skill.
For example, a company can ask its HR department for a
list of needs, and can sponsor courses that provide high-quality
training in precisely those needs. Students can complete these
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courses, and in addition to benefiting from increased attractiveness in the workplace, they are automatically rewarded for
completing the course of study. The reward tokens can then
be exchanged for further education, for other digital content,
or even cashed out. The student’s own academic record can
be public, immutable and unfalsifiable. The company benefits
from a greatly increased pool of candidates who are specifically trained up to meet a particular need of that company.
They can also hire a very precise profile without the need for
human intervention.
This detailed and sophisticated matching of supply and
demand will allow the market to reflect the skills that are
truly in demand in the workplace, and will avoid attributing
value to the name of the institution itself.
The redistribution of value in the use of consumer data and
engagement programmes is even more transparent. The flow
of value into these programmes has long been automatic. The
difficulty has always been to facilitate the extraction of value
for the consumer, using the points.

IMPROVING CAPITAL FLOWS:
THE BLOCKCHAIN
AS AN INVESTMENT ENABLER
The blockchain also addresses the financial aspects of
existing institutional models. Institutional educational
establishments depend mainly on very large endowment
funds and government funding. For example, an individual
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cannot ‘invest’ $10 or any other sum in Harvard, but can
only make a donation to the university. As well as teachers,
students and companies who are directly involved in teaching and learning, anyone can participate in the upside of an
appreciating utility token on a blockchain-enabled education
platform by purchasing tokens that become more valuable as
demand increases. BitDegree was the first initial coin offering
in Lithuania with full regulatory approval, and the one that
had the broadest support base.
This ease of access is another structural advantage of the
blockchain technology itself. It is an advantage to both platforms and potential participants. Platforms are given access
to capital from anywhere in the world, with relatively few
regulatory constraints, and those who wish to crowdfund
education can now do so. BitDegree’s ICO was open and
entirely transparent, and saw 13,000 contributors from 110
countries supporting the future of education.
The improvement of the inward flow of capital is matched
by an innovation in the outward flow of capital. The tokens
in Surprise, on the Sandblock protocol, are effectively an
embodiment of brand rewards but are unique in that they
can be cashed out to a local currency.
This effectively enables the value of brand reward points to
be circulated. The potential value of engagement programmes
is huge and the potential impact of this innovation is substantial. To take the example of the airline industry alone, there
are currently outstanding frequent flyer miles with a value in
excess of 700 billion US dollars. This is more than the total
value of all US dollar bills currently in circulation and is far
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beyond what the industry as a whole could hope to honour
if it were all withdrawn at once.
Increasing interoperability and competition in an economic arena of this scale, and allowing consumers to cash out
their rewards not only puts the consumer in a better position,
but contributes to a healthier economy.

THE FUTURE OF BLOCKCHAIN
– A NEW BEGINNING
Blockchain technology is driving sophisticated and innovative solutions to problems that arise with the use of existing
systems. Inevitably, applications such as BitDegree, Sandblock
and Surprise do encounter a certain amount of animosity from
incumbent players. Eventually, though, widespread consumer
adoption will bring these changes to the mainstream.
The changes are going to come faster than some can adapt,
and upheaval is inevitable in certain areas. Large corporate
groups are already building blockchain solutions for themselves and for some clients, to manage access rights, data use,
supply chain management and more.
The changes will go beyond the commercial world. Some
public bodies are determined to grasp the opportunities
that blockchain provides, and are reorganising their entire
administrations. Dubai has announced that it will move all
of its administrative processes to the blockchain by 2020.
Blockchain solutions to allow the secure use of real-world
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identities in online applications are also possible, allowing
more and more fields to securely process transactions in
secure and traceable ways.
The opportunities for public bodies to be a force for good
in this field are enormous. Blockchain infrastructure has many
useful characteristics, but like any technology it is neither inherently ‘good’ nor ‘bad’, but neutral. To take this technology and
make it tech for good means using it wisely and responsibly.
The technology allows various stakeholders to be connected in ways that were not previously possible, and to generate ever-increasing synergies. The value of the information
handled will continue to increase, as will the added value of
the technology. As with any tool, care must be taken to ensure
that consumer and public concerns are taken into account.
One of the big issues that has arisen in the field so far is
that of regulation. As an inherently global tech-based tool,
regulatory differences between countries rapidly become
competitive advantages. This is true globally, which raises
the issue of global regulation, possibly by the UN, but it is
even true within the European Union.
The EU has an important role to play in the future of the
blockchain. The fiscal harmonisation of the way in which
EU countries handle blockchain-related products is clearly
an essential step, but the need for the EU to show leadership
goes much further than just fiscal regulation.
The values of the blockchain, an open and decentralised
way of providing trust and security in our data, are very close
104
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to both the original values of the pioneers of the internet and
those of the European Union itself. The engagement and
commitment of the EU is critical at this juncture because the
innovation revolution that is coming is effectively resetting
the counter on tech investment – and we need as many
European blockchain unicorns as possible.
The biggest platforms in our current centralised digital
economy are all outside the EU, but this new technology
will grow a new ecosystem, and the EU has to seize the
opportunity to ensure that it is the natural home of innovators in this field. This means fiscal harmonisation, but
also investment in tech through innovation funds, and
intelligent policies that encourage development in the
field. Funding should move from large corporations to
academics and SMEs developing solutions in the relevant
fields, as this is the model that generates the best results in
innovation. Furthermore, a broader distribution of funding
between science and non-science fields will encourage VC
investment.
There is also a need to update the IPO and venture capital
markets to integrate the new operational models that are
provided by ICOs, many of which are still considered illegal
by national regulators other than in their purest form. The
overall level of understanding in the commercial world is
low. Stock options are not common in Europe, for example.
This needs to change, and education is part of this cultural
shift.
As the tech matures, it will move to infrastructure level
projects, in the same way as the internet is currently enabling
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a new generation of connected devices, the ‘internet of things’.
The rails are being built as we speak, but the trains have not
even been imagined.
Whatever the regulatory and fiscal hurdles, the change is
coming, and coming fast. 80% of Fortune 500 companies are
working on an implementation of distributed ledger technology, and the only real question is where the ‘killer app’ will
come from: consumer engagement programmes, EdTech, a
Facebook-backed cryptocurrency, or a blockchain-enabled
smartphone?
These changes do not mean, of course, that we will simply
destroy existing systems, which still have a lot of value that
can be transferred to the new economic and technological
paradigm.
For example, people generally work in education because it
allows them to bring value to the world, rather than because
they want top rates of pay. There are huge opportunities for
collaboration and transformation between existing institutions and new players.
The end point for EdTech is that employers will fund all
technical and vocational education. The resources for this are
there already: reallocating 10‑30% of the recruitment budget
would be more than adequate to fund the sort of change
that is coming. This is effectively the commission for placing
employees, so this disruptive change in tech could eventually
eliminate the recruitment industry entirely. Boot camps and
coding academies in Lithuania are already producing more
graduates than universities, and will only increase their output.
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80% of them had a university degree and no relevant job when
they joined the coding academy – this illustrates the scale of
the problems identified.
The current system will have to shift, and digital education as a system will be the beneficiary. A double-digit
increase in EdTech’s share of the provision of all education
is inevitable. Custom designed degree programmes are the
first step, and real-time design and supply of education
will eventually be the new standard for the provision of
vocational education.
Beyond these institutional shifts, the blockchain will
have a significant impact on communities. In the same way
as Surprise can automate rules for exchange and interoperability between complex systems, as online communities
continue to develop, the blockchain can leverage this into a
community. Similarly, EdTech will move from reskilling the
workforce with particular technical skills to a more general,
social community-based education. MMORPG communities
are a good example of what this kind of community could
look like. These communities are in fact remarkably similar to
consumer engagement programmes, and understand gamification and incentivising particularly well, and will be among
the first to adopt blockchain.
This will revolutionise the way in which these communities can be structured and administered. The governance of a
community, its regulations, rules and laws can effectively be
coded into the algorithm of the blockchain architecture on
which it is built. This change is so profound and powerful
that it is actually hard to comprehend.
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We are talking about an absence of a need for laws
– because laws are part of the system, and no cheating is
possible in the system of exchange. This is already the
case with Bitcoin, where theft targets storage wallets or
exchanges, but never the protocol itself, despite the total
value of all Bitcoins in circulation – hundreds of billions of
US dollars – effectively being the bounty for a successful
attack of the protocol.
Libertarians, cipher punks and anarchists are being enabled
by tech to build radical global communes that defy borders
and existing rules. Other than fiscal and financial matters, how
will we regulate this new world? How will this new world
interact with existing structures? What does this mean for
social classes, or even capitalism itself?
The new world of coins, tokens, ICOs and STOs (security
token offerings) is sometimes criticised for opacity or a lack
of transparency, but it is vastly more transparent than the
existing system, in which establishment banks have been fined
for laundering huge sums of dirty money for corrupt officials
or even criminals.
The innovations that we have seen so far will continue
to help reallocate the currently over-concentrated value in
our existing systems. There will be resistance, but the blockchain is about to leave its niche and go mainstream. Soon, the
absence of blockchain will be as unimaginable as the absence
of internet connectivity is today. Global or regional regulatory
early adopters will be well-placed to reap the financial rewards
that will come with hosting the most innovative players in
this latest wave of the digital economy.
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Existing systems will face a certain amount of disruption as
these changes occur, and the disruption will extend to societal
systems and structures, and will cover all areas of industry. We
believe that the innovation that blockchain technology allows
is radically different from current economic and technical
paradigms, to the extent that it is ushering in the beginning
of an entirely new economic era. The scale of its potential for
transformative change is staggering – the future of blockchain
tech is enormously exciting, and it is happening right now.
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« Tech has the power
to change the way in
which we do business
individually, nationally,
and internationally.
The economy has left
certain people behind
as it has grown and tech
is an excellent vector
of inclusion for these
people. Indeed, tech has
the power to drive the
economic development of
whole geographical areas.
Responsible use of tech
can ensure that no-one
is left behind as the
economy undergoes
profound changes,
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shifting to commerce
platforms and a databased economy. »
TAÏG KHRIS AND ALEXANDRE ERUIMY
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TAÏG KHRIS is the most successful athlete in the history of extreme
sports, with seventy-five victories and one hundred and five podium
finishes. He is a triple world rollerblade champion, having won the
X-Games, Gravity Games, and the ASA championship. Since he left the
professional circuit he has set several world records, notably for jumping
off the first floor of the Eiffel Tower. He has found further success in
business, and is the founder and CEO of Onoff, a mobile application
that allows the use of multiple telephone numbers from almost any
country on a single telephone.
ALEXANDRE ERUIMY is the CEO of PrestaShop, the developer and publisher of one of the world’s largest open-source e-commerce
platforms. PrestaShop allows anyone to create and launch an online
shop. Based on an open-source model, it allows any merchant to run
an e-commerce project from anywhere in the world, with an entirely
adaptable and personalised solution for each market. One trader joins
the site every four minutes, and together, PrestaShop merchants generated 15 billion euros in revenue last year. Alexandre was the Director
of Partnerships and Business Development, before being named CEO in
early 2018. In addition to his role at PrestaShop, he is heavily involved
in equality and inclusion initiatives.
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TECH:
How can we keep it inclusive?

Inclusion is a key issue in the modern workplace. Not only
is it right to ensure that people have equal opportunities in the
employment market, or commercially, but it is also beneficial
to the economy when we encourage people from all walks of
life and all backgrounds to engage with the economy and to
achieve their own success. This issue is particularly important
to both of us, for a variety of reasons.
We come from different places – Alexandre attended
a prestigious French business school, and worked for big
names before taking the top job at PrestaShop, whereas Taïg
had a non-traditional education and a career as a top-level
athlete before moving into business. While we might have
very different personal stories, we share a commitment to
and engagement with the issue of inclusion.
There are several aspects to this issue that seem particularly important to us. Inclusion is necessary regardless of the
scale on which we consider our world. It must operate on an
individual level. People of all backgrounds must be allowed
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the opportunity to succeed, regardless of their academic qualifications – or lack thereof.
Inclusion must then operate on a nationwide level. Too
many jobs are concentrated in a few geographical areas of
economic productivity, while other parts of various countries are left behind. Tech means that this need not happen,
and we will look at some of the ways in which this can be
implemented.
Finally, inclusion must operate globally. International
groups of economies jostle and push for position on the
global stage, and we must ensure that Europe is not left behind
as a region and that it does not become a battleground for
proxy trade wars between other competing economies.
These issues are ones that will continue to be important
as the global economy changes. The speed of this change is
increasing, and the geopolitical forces at play mean that the
regulatory environment can be a key factor in the success
or failure of an economy. Europe needs to be proactive as it
seeks to balance market forces and avoid becoming a pawn
in someone else’s game.

PERSONAL INCLUSION
The economy is very good at self-replicating and self-selecting. We have a tendency to trust people that resemble us,
to recruit people that resemble us, and this understandable
natural tribal instinct can exclude much of the talent that
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resides in the parts of the workforce outside of our own
demographic.
Part of what makes tech so exciting is that it crosses all
kinds of boundaries and borders. We shall see this pattern of
widening access and lowering barriers across all three types
of inclusion that we will be discussing. In relation to personal
inclusion, it has the ability to let people with non-traditional
career paths succeed in ways that traditional economies usually do not allow.
There are some factors that are shared by scalable successful start-ups, and we believe that the ability to identify and
harness these factors is entirely independent of attending a
particular educational institution or belonging to a particular
association of business leaders.
The first is the ability of tech to disrupt. Disruption is most
spectacular when it affects large industries with enormous
legacy or incumbent players. It can start with the smallest
company, or a single idea. The application onoff, for example,
was conceived and aimed squarely at the telecoms industry.
When Taïg was launching his company, he realised that the
most successful businesses he saw were ones that used the
assets of an incumbent industry player without owning them.
For example, Amazon and Alibaba use the internet to run
their distribution networks, WhatsApp use mobile data networks to run their messenger service, and so on. He realised
that there had not been a similar incursion into the telephone
service provider space, and that attacking this space could be
done profitably.
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The second factor is that tech allows the user experience
to win the day. Where a painful experience or customer ‘friction’ exists, eliminating or reducing this represents a business
opportunity. Customer experience is king and the customer
on the receiving end of the experience cares little for the
university career of the person behind the project.
The third factor is that tech allows sales without geographical restriction. Selling 24/7, across the world is possible with
a single website. Selling into new markets is easy with digital
products in particular. This factor is also a key issue in territorial inclusion, and we will return to this later. We note that
there is a key difference between application development and
e-commerce. Applications require distribution on the Apple
Store or Google’s Play Store. Access to these two marketplaces
covers 99% of mobile devices, but this ubiquity in reach does
come at a price, with application developers paying 30% of
revenue to those platforms.
In comparison, e-commerce traders have an abundance
of choice, with PrestaShop and other e-commerce platform
providers fighting for custom in an entirely open market
where shops are displayed and run by any type of computing
hardware with web browsing capability. This intense level of
competition is reflected in a much lower cost of access, with
platform costs generally in the 1‑3% range.
The fourth factor is scale. We have already mentioned
geographic reach, but scale increases in the volume of business is vastly profitable in the digital space, and makes tech
an attractive proposition for those looking to grow an idea.
Adding 1000% in sales does not require significant headcount
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increases, and the impact of adding sales is much greater than
in a business where an increase in fixed or variable costs is
required.
Finally, tech delights in innovation, and many new industries and ideas are being created on a daily basis. Inspiration
and innovation cannot be taught, and disruption can come
from anywhere. In fact, not only can it come from anywhere,
but we believe we have a duty to help it to go everywhere.

TERRITORIAL INCLUSION
When we discuss changes in the economy we often talk
about national economies, taken on a macro level. These
macro level observations can hide stark regional and local
differences, however. Political motivations often lie behind
initiatives aimed at helping deprived but extremely populous
inner-city areas, which represent significant volumes of voters.
Rural and less-populous suburban areas are at risk of being
left behind.
Tech can allow people from under-networked areas to drive
their ideas from conception to realisation and then to sales and
after-sales service. When we refer to these under-networked
areas, we mean areas that are not economically buoyant, that
are poorly connected to existing infrastructure, and are not
generally considered to be reserves of employable talent.
Tech gives people living in these areas the possibility of
success. PrestaShop is an example of how tech can help such
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areas to leave an economically disadvantageous spiral and
enter into a virtuous cycle of investment and success.
PrestaShop is the leading European e-commerce software
publisher, and allows anybody with an idea to set up and
launch an e-shop with a few clicks. This ease of access is critical, as it puts the keys to success within reach of the greatest
possible number of people.
Tech is effectively an emancipating power. Despite the
technological advances made in recent years, people still generally work at their employer’s place of work. Travel to and
from work is still required. There are many constraints and
advantages to be considered, but we believe that empowering
and enabling people to trade is a critically important step in
allowing them to be free from the constraints of the existing
economy.
Tech enables people to serve a niche in a way that would
not be possible without tech. Selling rare vintage car parts for
a single model of vehicle, selling a particular type of organic
makeup, or even running an axe-throwing team-building
company are small niches that cannot easily survive in a brickand-mortar world. They need the power of tech to reach a
market.
Concretely, how does this tech-powered application of
localism work? What does it look like? PrestaShop, for example, has 300,000 companies that trade using its software. Of
these companies, more than half are from outside the Île-deFrance region, which concentrates a disproportionately large
volume of French trade.
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This shows that tech is enabling trade in ways that the
traditional economy cannot match, and is enabling trade in
places that have been left behind by the traditional economy.
This boost is effectively an addition to the economy, and leads
to further growth. The power of tech to decouple a business
idea from the local physical economy goes beyond native
digital products, which also benefit from dematerialised
distribution.
The whole value chain is positively affected. People in
under-served regions have access to online education, they
can be inspired and encouraged and mentored remotely,
and once they have their idea, they can run every step of the
business from anywhere they like.
Managing purchasing and the whole sales process can
be done remotely. Suppliers can drop-ship products if the
company has not yet secured its own physical distribution
premises. Even the after-sales service process can be managed
remotely.
Another facet of driving growth and inclusion through
digital commerce is the issue of exports. Digital marketplaces
connect potential merchants with potential consumers the
world over. This global reach has a positive local effect, by
enabling the distribution of commercial activity within a territory without reference to existing economic activities, but
only to data networks and perhaps transport infrastructure, if
physical goods are handled directly rather than drop-shipped.
In addition, it encourages growth by enabling it to become
international. This is a slightly lesser effect than that enjoyed
by pure digital products, but it is still a significant boost.
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All of this allows us to build an economy that is inclusive
not only of people, but of whole areas. This is a key challenge to the future of tech. The future of the economy will
be inclusive, or there simply won’t be a future. Ensuring that
all regions are economically productive and that none is left
behind is in everyone’s interest.
Underpinning this national level of transformation is the
reality of a profound shift in our economy. We are increasingly reliant on platforms to connect us to markets, be they
global open market platforms or device-specific platforms for
digital products. The shift towards platforms in our economy
is only just getting started, and it is crucially important that we
manage this transition appropriately, to minimise the chances
of a winner-takes-all outcome with an effective monopoly and
excessively high costs on commerce.
This shift is something that we believe should be considered
in the light of international inclusion, as the issues transcend
national and even international borders, and the responses to
these issues may be global ones.

INTERNATIONAL INCLUSION
As more and more of our economy moves online, the use
of platforms is increasing. This trend will grow. We believe
that in the same way as almost all data services are now in the
cloud, e-commerce trade is moving to platforms. The impact
that this has is beyond the simply commercial, and affects
geopolitical matters on a truly global basis.
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Awareness is growing as to the value generated by platforms. Where these platforms are free of charge to the enduser, the end-user is now generally sensitive to the issue of
value and their personal data. The phrase ‘if the product is
free, then you are the product’ has become popularised, and
is generally considered to be widely understood.
How does this affect e-commerce and app developers? The
issues of data and privacy are of course inextricably linked. For
e-commerce traders who do not collect user data, the issue is
the data of the merchants operating on that platform, and the
portability of that data. Can the merchants leave the platform
on which they currently trade? How easy is it to complete
such a departure? This key issue is shaping up to be a massive
battle in the future of the economy.
The reason for this is that our economy is becoming
increasingly data-driven. Commercial success is increasingly
becoming a question of possessing data and controlling
data. Who has the most data and who has the best quality
data?
In Europe, this issue has been addressed recently with
the General Data Protection Regulation. This regulatory
scheme is considered to be far more protective of personal
data than equivalent regulatory schemes elsewhere. The US
is considered to have a lighter touch when it comes to the
regulation of data use, and China does not impose many
restrictions on the use of personal data at all, with the state
going so far as to rank individuals with a so-called ‘social
score’, and preventing low-scoring individuals from being
allowed to travel.
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There are competing world-views in the marketplace of
ideas, and these differences in philosophical approach are not
merely abstract issues for intellectual discussion, but issues
that generate real concrete differences in technical regulations
of data use, which have a major impact on the future of tech.
We believe that the European model reflects our values
of openness, transparency and fairness. Development of
the European model will boost the growth of the European
economy as a whole, but will also allow these values to be
expanded and even exported to regions where they are not
necessarily already present.
One factor in tech’s success is instantaneous global reach,
but this is a double-edged sword, as economic actors in less
well-regulated foreign markets can access Europe instantly,
without the same constraints as domestic continental
players.
The saying used to go ‘France has no oil, but she has ideas’.
There is still no oil being produced in France, but she has ideas,
human capital, influence and universal human values in abundance. Many of these values are shared with the forty-odd
countries in continental Europe, of whom 28 are currently
EU Member States.
It is this economic data and privacy model that we need
to support for the future of Europe to remain bright in the
new global economy. This economy must be diverse and
open. We must build an inclusive and open economy that
does not generate monopolies or duopolies. We do not want
winner-takes-all ingestion of competitors, but a competitive
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and healthy ecosystem that benefits from appropriate levels
of regulation and protection against unfair competition.
This issue of inclusion runs through every part of international business. PrestaShop, for example, is proud to be an
open-source platform. Anyone can contribute to the platform
itself, and the flow and control of data are highly transparent.
This allows customers to maintain complete control over their
data. As the economy shifts towards a more and more databased economy, this issue of data control becomes ever more
important, and maintaining control is a bigger and bigger
advantage. It is important to be able to leave a marketplace
with your customers and product – that is to say, with your
data – and in an ideal world, this would be zero-friction.
In a similar manner, telecoms companies have always
sought to retain customers by making portability complex.
Now, a simple text message to a service provider will obtain
a code for the transfer of a telephone number. But again, new
technologies are taking the value away from the provision of
network access, by way of apps that operate through the network. In many ways, telecoms providers are still marvellously
antiquated. Why are telephone numbers not in the cloud?
Why can we not access our numbers from another device
when we have a low battery, for example? Onoff is part of
the answer to this issue, and is a further demonstration of the
shift to mobility and network-independent services.
These issues of data control, privacy and mobility are
absolutely fundamental to the future of the digital economy.
To illustrate the geopolitical impact of these issues, we can
take a look at the Golden Age of Hollywood. This might
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seem like an unusual example, but the US understood that
dominating the cinema industry would allow it to control the
artistic depictions of the whole world. Controlling cultural
discourse and the way in which art portrays the world is an
astonishingly powerful tool, which the US understood and
wielded enthusiastically. In large part, this cultural hegemony
still exists today.
The modern equivalent in tech terms is control of the global
conversation. Messenger, Facebook, Twitter and WhatsApp
represent a significant portion of the global conversation, and
all are controlled by US companies. Modern companies and
most particularly tech companies with access to high-quality
consumer-driven data represent strategic assets for the future
global economy.
We believe that it is important to the health of the tech
ecosystem to avoid this over-concentration of power in the
hands of one country. We need to develop the European tech
ecosystem to drive an economy that will give us the next
tech unicorns, to ensure that our values are represented on
the world economic stage, and to ensure that Europe is not
reduced to the status of an open market where tech giants
from other regions come to beta test their products on the
world’s wealthiest consumers.
To do this, we need to consider the way in which we finance
the tech sector. A start-up that raises 20 million euros is considered massively successful in France, but the thresholds in
the US are much higher again, where start-ups regularly raise
100‑150 million US dollars. This is partly due to mind-sets
in Europe, where investors take a slightly more minimalist
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approach than in the US, where investors are willing to add
more funds, to recruit more staff and to accelerate the work
that the company needs to achieve its goals.
There are many paths that are open for reform of the
investment market, which is beyond the scope of our contribution to this work. We simply note that entrepreneurs are
behaving rationally when they accept large sums of money
to move to the US and pursue their business goals. A price
differential of 100% between a US buy-out offer and a similar
European offer cannot be ignored.
The other aspect at play is the regulatory issue. Europe is
currently very much an open market. To oversimplify things,
China’s protectionist approach has worked, and the enormous
domestic market has generated many web giants, especially
Alibaba and WeChat. European tech champions have been
comparatively thin on the ground, and we believe that the
way in which Europe approaches the issue of competition
between the EU as a whole and other global regions may need
to address the particular needs of the tech sector.
We are conscious, of course, that entrepreneurial innovation moves much faster than any national legislator. A
single idea can change an entire industry, and the particular
attributes of tech allow for the instant propagation of digital
concepts and products. A legislator, on the other hand, has to
respect a completely different set of rules before the finished
product, a new law or regulation, enters into force.
The speed at which changes are made to regulations will
have to increase if countries and regions are to avoid a con127
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stant game of catch-up. This flexibility must not be sought
at any price, and must allow us to ensure that our ideals and
standards are respected. Again, we return to the importance
of data and privacy.
The new jobs and the new industries that tech will generate
over the next few decades are of immense value to the global
economy, and global leaders can be tempted to pursue these
jobs regardless of the consequences. We must ensure that our
economy has the flexibility that it needs to allow our values
to be promoted, but we must avoid this economic growth
coming at the cost of all privacy.
Tech should promote our values and not contribute to
these values being undermined, even accidentally. Part of
inclusion is making sure that these values are defended for
all, and not just for those who will be able to afford to avoid
sacrificing their privacy. Transparency and designing open
software are part of this, and communicating clearly as to
the steps ahead is another part.
To achieve these ambitious goals, we need to make sure
that our region is properly equipped to see things on a large
scale, to take on significant challenges, and to ensure that
success is available to every company and every person. The
long-term strategic vision that is lacking from our continental
conversation must be one that respects human rights, and
promotes and reinforces our values and our companies
against external interference and unfair competition.
We have set out the strategic importance of this issue, the
impact of the regulatory and investment schemes in place,
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and the need for ambition in leading the continent of Europe
towards a central role in the new global economy. We have
described how important it is that this pursuit of growth and
success does not result in the sacrifice of our rights, privacy
and data.
While we bear all of these things in mind, we continue to
innovate. We continue to push for change in our industries,
in our markets. We continue to ensure that our companies
reflect our collective values and that they continue to provide
opportunities, as tools of e-commerce and as powerful and
disruptive tools of communication.
We encourage you to do the same in your own space. Be
vocal in your support of innovation, encourage people to start
companies, to become entrepreneurs. Help people around
you to find their niche, support people who are taking on
big fights, especially when they have a social background that
does not destine them for success. If we can succeed in our
goal of ensuring that Europe remains globally important in
the tech industry, and if we can encourage entrepreneurs from
all walks of life to innovate, then we have an excellent chance
of driving positive change in our economy and guaranteeing
our collective future success.
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AI
FOR
G OOD
Leveraging the potential
of AI for positive impact

« The potential for AI
to encode and worsen
unconscious bias cannot
be ignored, but we believe
that responsible use
of this tool will enable
the next wave of major
innovation and has the
potential to drive decades
of economic growth. »
LARA ROUYRES AND DEEPAK KRISHNAMURTHY
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LARA ROUYRES is a French entrepreneur. She has been working
in the digital space for ten years, and has founded three companies. The
first was in the retail space and the second concerned image recognition
and digital interfacing. This gave her a solid grounding to launch her
third company. Levia is an AI company that helps brands & e-retailers
build better and more natural conversations with consumers, particularly
by moving and deploying AI-generated interactions into the channels
where consumers have most of their conversations.
DEEPAK KRISHNAMURTHY is the Chief Strategy Officer
at the software company Sap. He is responsible for overall corporate
strategy, including business models and disruptive innovation. He
also works on the corporate innovation strategy and in particular the
Sap.iO initiative. This ecosystem-led drive to innovate has a particular
focus on diversity and inclusion, FinTech, and HealthTech. Deepak
has been at Sap for the last ten years, and has also previously worked
as a management consultant with McKinsey and others.
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6
AI FOR GOOD:
Leveraging the potential of
AI for positive impact

Artificial intelligence is one of those topics that have always
been described as ‘the next big thing’. The hype has more or
less faded, and we are now seeing increasing numbers of solid
business applications of technological innovations, helping
everyday business use cases.
The over-hyping is giving way to the early days of what
will be a massive roll-out of AI-augmented tech to every
corner of our economy. Not only will commerce be deeply
affected, but many other industries will see deep and lasting
change.
The rate at which these changes will occur will be one of
the biggest challenges facing businesses in the years ahead.
Indeed, the ramifications of this technology spread so far and
wide that it is not an overreaction to talk about changes to
society itself.
How then should we react? How will we deal with these
changes? Do economies need stricter regulation to control
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the use of AI? Will it have an impact on employment? Will
that impact be positive, or negative?
We are enormously positive about the future. Answers to
all of these questions are well within the grasp of economic
stakeholders and policy-makers. The innovations enabled
by AI will drive a new wave of growth and will change our
economy forever.
We would like to suggest some factors that we think are
driving these changes, and to discuss why 2019 is a particularly important year for AI. Then, we would like to set out a
few areas in which we are seeing the first signs of AI being
used regularly, intelligently, and productively.
The future of AI is extremely hard to predict, as the technological developments are so very fast, but we believe that
some of the challenges for the future can be identified with
relative ease. These challenges and their solutions will have
an impact across whole sectors, industries and even across
society itself.

LOWER BARRIERS, HIGHER AWARENESS
AI depends on several key inputs, all of which are in a
constant state of change, and are developing rapidly. This
development directly affects the future of AI itself. These
inputs are now at a point where their characteristics have
changed significantly, to the extent that we can sensibly talk
about a ‘tipping point’.
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The first link in the chain is the intelligence behind AI:
the algorithm. Over the last ten to fifteen years humans have
become incredibly sophisticated and generous in the way in
which they share knowledge. Online education brings practical
AI skills within reach of anyone with an internet connection
and an inclination to learn. A computer developer with no
previous experience in the sector, but sufficient determination
and discipline, can access the information and training needed
to gain practical skills to work in this field. Better yet, much
of this information is available entirely free of charge.
The second link in the chain is the scale and power of cloud
computing. Many of the ideas and concepts that are used in AI
have been around for a long time. Deep learning is not a new
discipline, and many of its components have been around
since the 1980s. For example, backpropagation is an algorithmic technique used to train neural networks. The concept was
first created in the 1960s, and implemented for computers in
the 1970s. Over the last ten years, this technique has driven
a huge amount of innovation, thanks mainly to the drop in
price and increase in availability of cloud computing power.
These two factors combine, allowing a relatively small
and lean team of developers to be quickly equipped to use
AI tools of a power that was unimaginable even a short time
ago. This relative ease of access drives the barrier to entry
lower and allows more and more companies to be thinking
about AI. There are of course many more small and medium-sized companies than there are large corporations, so the
democratisation of this technology means that it is far more
widely distributed. This general increase in AI awareness is
the third factor.
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Now that the practical effects of AI are being felt, companies are becoming more aware of its power. With a better
appreciation of what can be done, and with better availability,
more widespread adoption is inevitable. This adoption drives
further innovation, and the virtuous circle of AI improving,
expanding its capabilities and going mainstream is completed.
So, how is AI changing things right now? What applications do we see in the marketplace? What applications can
we expect in the next five to ten years?

NATURAL CONVERSATIONS
IN A SHOPPING EXPERIENCE
TO DRIVE SUSTAINABLE E-COMMERCE
One area in which AI is already making itself felt is in
the B2C sphere. The way in which we talk to the companies
from whom we buy products and services defines our vision
of our relationship with that company. Are we engaged consumers? Do we ask questions in a shop, get answers and then
make our minds up? Do we passively receive information,
perhaps deleting an occasional mailing-list email, before
moving on to something else? Or are we somewhere in
between?
If a customer is in a shop, the battle is almost won, because
the conversion rate is generally between thirty and forty percent. Digital customers are much harder to manage. When do
we consider that a customer is ‘in a shop’? When they look at
a website? When they go to the product pages and browse
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for something? Converting that initial contact to a final sale
is notoriously difficult in the digital space, and AI is part of
the solution.
The conversations that we have as human beings are very
natural. When they become less natural, we are extremely
good at spotting this change. When someone is reading from
a script, we can often tell quite quickly that they are not speaking naturally. This means that high-quality customer service
is still dependent on people and people skills. The parts of
this process that are capable of automation have already been
automated: phone menus direct us to the most appropriate
customer advisor and automated call-handling means that
calls are routed as efficiently as possible, keeping waiting
times to a minimum.
Potential sales and the ongoing conversation between a
brand and its customers are another matter. When a customer
goes to a website to look for a product, there is generally a
search facility, with filters or categories, and the customer can
type in what they want, or try to use the filters to eliminate
unwanted products, leaving only a selection of matching
products.
AI gives businesses the power to talk to clients naturally.
A customer can ask for a particular style of an item of clothing, perhaps specifying the material, colour and budget, in
entirely natural language. A sophisticated AI solution can
then propose a matching product, and can do so much faster
than the traditional purchasing path might allow, especially
in comparison with an e-commerce mobile experience and
the difficulty of using filters on a mobile device.
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In the last few years, popular messaging apps have opened
their APIs to developers. This allows businesses to take the
solution and the conversation right into the space where the
customer spends most of his or her time, and where the customer is already carrying out all of his or her conversations.
In the modern context of almost complete information
overload and saturation, being able to engage customers in
this way is a key development. On-demand, targeted communication is going to be largely facilitated by AI and has the
potential to replace much of our current economy’s marketing.
A 24/7 AI solution that can answer questions naturally is a far
more powerful tool than a cold mailing list. This combination
of existing tech is a classic example of how AI will boost the
development of existing technologies. Not only is it already
augmenting existing technologies, but we believe it will soon
augment entire sectors that are currently under-optimised
from a technological point of view.

HEALTHCARE
In the US, in particular, healthcare is extremely expensive.
15‑20% of US GDP is poured into healthcare, a proportion far in
excess of the levels of spending in Europe, for worse coverage
and worse outcomes than European healthcare can achieve.
This is extremely concerning from an economic and
industrial point of view, but also from a human point of
view. AI solutions will change the face of healthcare all
around the world. Medical diagnostics, for example, can be
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greatly improved and augmented with the application of AI
technology.
Training doctors is very expensive, and takes a long time.
Humanity will always face supply-side constraints on the
availability of human medical expertise. AI will allow the
doctors that we are able to train to do vastly more than they
currently can. For example, instead of spending extended
periods of time identifying and classifying scans as normal
or potentially problematic, doctors will soon be able to hand
this task off to an AI algorithm. This will allow the resources
that we have to go further than ever before.
Indeed, AI and big data will soon allow us to identify
potential issues before they are even noticed by patients or
their medical staff. Preventative healthcare is essential to the
future of the sector, and AI is an important piece of the puzzle.
Not only will AI improve this one particular sector, but
due to the particular nature of healthcare itself, we will see
significant positive feedback loops from these improvements:
people will live longer, with a higher quality of life, and will
also be sick less often. Another area in which AI may drive
dramatic improvement is education.

EDUCATION
In a similar manner to healthcare, AI can allow supply-side
constraints to be overcome. Teacher student ratios are one of
the best indicators of the future success and earning power of
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students. In an economic context where educational budgets
are somewhat constrained, there is potential for AI to make
a significant contribution.
The first is to improve the quality of education. Intelligent
measuring of teaching standards is critical to guiding sensible
educational policy decisions, and ensuring that the workforce
of tomorrow is equipped to meet the challenges of tomorrow’s world. AI can allow this to be done in an extremely
efficient manner.
Teachers will be able to personalise mid-term testing in order
to ensure that individual students are being challenged in areas
that need improvement, and stretched in areas where they are
already competent and in need of further development. AI can
allow for further and better automation of testing procedures.
Multiple-choice tests and optically-read answer sheets are
by no means new, but AI will allow marking of much more
sophisticated exercises to be done without human involvement.
Just like doctors, educators will be freed from their most monotonous and time-consuming tasks, allowing them to focus on the
creative and social tasks that require a distinctly human touch.

DISASTER PREDICTION
Earthquakes cause devastation to communities and industries around the world. Secondary effects such as tsunamis,
landslides and mudflows can be even worse. The economic
impact of the damage is considerable.
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AI could dramatically reduce the economic impact of
more minor earthquakes. These smaller earthquakes do not
necessarily damage infrastructure, but do cause damage to
sensitive production lines and machinery. Shutting down the
machinery before the vibrations start can prevent all or most
of the damage.
AI, coupled with big data, can help keep a watchful eye over
environmental and geological data, looking for early-warning
signs and other precursor signals of an earthquake. It can then
provide alerts to manufacturers, allowing production lines
to be shut down and protected, and avoiding unnecessary
economic impacts.
Of course, early warnings of more substantial earthquakes
will not just save money, but lives as well, giving people time
to move to earthquake shelters or, in the event of a tsunami,
to higher ground.

AI FOR GOOD
We have seen how several factors are aligning particular
stages of their development simultaneously, to drive innovation in AI. We have taken a few examples to consider the
potential impact that AI could have on a number of sectors.
Let us now look at the potential wider impact of AI.
There is no part of the economic and technological ecosystem that will be unaffected by AI. Indeed, it is hard to think
of a part of society that is immune to potential changes from
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this technological revolution. The changes that it brings, and
the impact it makes will be vast. We will consider the rise of
the impact investor, the effect on the employment market,
and our hopes for the future of tech and AI in relation to
social diversity.
However, before diving into some of the structural societal
detail about AI, we will begin by noting that AI itself is a tool,
and is therefore entirely neutral. It is neither inherently good,
nor inherently bad. It can be used intelligently and positively,
to drive efficiency or develop entirely new solutions, or it can
be used without thought for the consequences, and can negatively affect entire sectors and skillsets. We hope and believe
that modern society will find a way to harness the power of
AI without allowing potential negative externalities to undo
the potential that it has.
Impact investors
One of the ways in which we can do this is to support
the AI ecosystem in an intelligent manner. Part of the investment ecosystem is still resolutely focused on value, and how
to maximise value. The rise in impact investment funds is
an interesting counterpoint to the traditional investment
strategy.
An encouraging example is responsible consumerism.
Previously, ‘fast fashion’ was king of the high street, and the
negative externalities of this type of consumer behaviour were
mostly hidden. As awareness grew about working conditions
and about supply chain accidents, this has changed rapidly.
In fact, fast fashion pure players have had a particularly poor
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time in the last few months, and this trend is accelerating as
consumers make different choices.
As these attitudes cross paths with AI algorithms, those
algorithms need to respect these new purchasing decision
criteria. Recommendations from AI cannot just be the closest
match on a particular list, but must be carefully sourced and
curated. AI cannot just return any old product and see what
sells best, it has to consider the environment, the source of
the raw materials, the environmental impact of manufacture,
and so on.
Keeping this in mind, we need to consider how impact
investment in AI can help drive a change in attitudes. The
limited nature of our resources is now something that drives
consumer attitudes, and investors are waking up to this. Too
many tech investors are ‘unicorn hunters’, just looking for
something that can scale, that they can push to an IPO. In this
race to the bottom, start-ups have to go faster and harder, and
finding a financial model that attracts the most investment
becomes more important than the company’s contribution
to society.
Investor expectations are changing, however, and their
expectations are gradually shifting away from the old paradigm of never-ending growth and increased consumption
of increasingly scarce resources. In addition to new impact
investors, we are also seeing more women moving into the
AI sector.
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Diversity
Women are involved in more and more impact projects,
which are a significant part of what AI can do. Accordingly,
gender diversity is improving, and the tech sector is no longer
as overwhelmingly male as it once was.
As a population, it appears that women show less attraction to what might be termed ‘predatory capitalism’ and the
more traditional economic model of conquest and growth.
The projects driven by women tend to be more virtuous at
different points of value chain, leading to long-term profitability and sustainable success. This change in attitudes and
approach dovetails neatly with the new generation of impact
investors discussed above, and there are positive feedback
loops between both issues.
Clearly, there is still much to be done to improve the place
of women in tech and AI in particular. Part of this is resources
and training, and is a societal issue. The gender gap starts in
school and then persists through to the professional world.
Tackling this issue early is key. Interesting and engaging girls
in science must begin as early as possible. Engineering schools
are not especially diverse, and we need to address the issues
that keep women out.
We need diversity by design, because design and tech that
are not exclusive is a massive missed opportunity. Airbags
were designed by mostly male design teams, for average
weight drivers. This meant men, because women drive less
often than men, particularly when a man and a woman travel
together. An absence of diversity caused a key safety prod146
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uct to be sub-optimal for a full half of the global population.
Simply putting women in the room will improve the quality
of design. Similarly, some infra-red sensors in hand-dryers
detect only white skin – simply having a non-white person
on the design team would have avoided this embarrassing
product flaw.
This is particularly important for AI, because of the power
of AI. Not only does it have vast reach, but it also allows for
decisions to be made without human intervention. In particular, as AI learns from its interactions, it has the potential to
absorb the decision-making approaches to which it is exposed.
If an algorithm is designed on the basis of biased data, or
if it is designed to absorb criteria or data from an external
environment that is also biased, then the AI itself will become
biased.
It is easy to make exponential gains in the field of diversity in AI, because an unbiased algorithm can be rolled out
instantly to thousands of points of sale, customer service bots,
and so on. Accordingly, it will expand unbiased behaviour
in a far more rapid manner than if we were to rely solely on
improvements in human behaviour. The latter is far less easy
to modify, and requires training, commitment and societal
support.
Of course, that is not to say that we should not seek to
encourage and promote improvements in human behaviour,
but we should at least be conscious of the power of AI to
improve the quality and diversity of interactions and of our
companies, and we should think very carefully about how
we use this power.
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One of our biggest hopes for the future of tech and AI
is that diversity in the workplace will improve, but these
changes will not happen without external encouragement.
In addition to diversity changes in the workplace, the future
will see significant changes to the job market as a whole.
AI and recruitment
Discussing diversity in the workplace would not make
much sense without a discussion of diversity in recruitment.
Recruitment is one of the fields where ingrained and unconscious bias have potential to do the most harm, and where
AI has much to offer.
The current prevalent method of recruitment is to solicit the
submission of CVs, with relatively standard information about a
variety of candidates. These profiles are sometimes anonymised
to a greater or lesser extent, and candidates are then selected
to attend interviews. Some bigger companies also use various
sorts of testing to assess particular skills in an objective manner.
The problem with recruitment is the vast amount of data
required. Sifting through the large numbers of candidates
to retain a single person to fill a role requires analysis of all
candidates. Increasingly, AI will lend a hand in the assessment
and selection of candidates. Again, companies have to be
conscious of the way in which they implement AI, to ensure
that an unconsciously discriminatory unwritten bias does not
become the hard-coded discriminatory rule for recruitment.
AI will allow sophisticated new recruitment techniques,
such as ‘candidate relationship management’. This allows
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companies to reach out into communities and demographics
from which they currently under-recruit, and build relationships with people who have the potential to be candidates in
the future. This personalised and targeted approach will give
companies the edge as the market for skills becomes more
and more competitive.
The key concept is to drive engagement with the company
before the recruitment process for a particular role is considered. This positions the company as a brand with the potential
candidate and allows a relationship to be developed in advance.
Laying the groundwork in this way greatly increases engagement, but cannot be done in any sensible manner without using
AI and machine learning to sift through the vast numbers of
potential candidates and to identify the best prospects.
Having discussed the potential for AI to improve diversity
in the way our workplaces operate, and the way in which we
populate our workplaces, we would now like to consider the
way in which AI may change jobs themselves.
AI and employment
The way in which people add value to the economy has
changed drastically over the last few years. Computers have
replaced humans for any calculation or data processing task. The
shift of technology into higher order reasoning and sophisticated
skills is only just beginning, but will have a profound impact on
the economy and on the nature of employment and jobs.
A person can build a platform on a social network and
become an ‘influencer’, performing a role that was reserved for
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marketing companies not five years ago. Companies are fighting back, of course, and a simple script can scrape and redeliver
content to drive engagement and mimic such behaviour. AI
is vastly more sophisticated than existing technologies, and
is getting stronger by the day. As AI becomes more highly
skilled and more able to imitate the skills that we have always
considered to be ‘human only’, it will be able to do more and
more of the roles that were previously entirely human.
For example, B2C conversational algorithms still require
much training, and the elements of language that the algorithm returns to the customer are provided by a human. This
technology does of course allow a small team to provide
customer service that would otherwise require hundreds or
even thousands of customer service representatives, but it still
requires human input for content.
The next generation of algorithms will not require training.
They will be taught how to interact, and given basic parameters, but will train themselves on existing datasets, many of
which are being built right now, by the current generation
of algorithms. Once they are trained, they will be rolled out
instantly, and will improve with every interaction.
We identify two main schools of thought on the impact of
AI on human employment. The first is the doomsday scenario,
where AI and robots are foreseen to replace just about every
form of human intellectual and physical activity, leaving
almost the entire global population unemployed.
The second school of thought is more idealist and perhaps
slightly utopian. This view holds that AI will simply augment
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our capacities and will only drive growth, not unemployment.
This view effectively trusts technology and the market to efficiently and effectively allocate material and human resources
appropriately, and perceives all potential outcomes as positive
ones.
We believe that there is a little truth in each of these views.
Clearly, some human skills will become obsolete. Some will
not, for a very long time. For example, high value-added
and creative jobs will be the last to be automated by AI or
machines. Nor do we believe that highly skilled manual labour
will be replaced by machines or AI in the near future.
We believe that the impact will be mitigated partly because
jobs tend not to be single-task jobs. Easily automatable single-action jobs, such as some of those that existed on production lines, have already been automated. Most jobs in the
modern economy have at least a part of that job that is not
AI-implementable or robot-replaceable.
Replacing a person is not possible where that role requires
at least partial human involvement, and we believe that this
description covers much of modern industry. Many industries
will change and will have to ensure that their employees’ skills
are better used in the value chain. This means that productivity
will increase sharply, and some companies may well choose
to rationalise their workforce, with increasingly skilled staff
taking on the ‘human remnant’ of multiple roles.
In addition to this reorientation and redirection of skills
within the economy, we believe that the economic opportunities created by AI will more than offset the ‘losses’ that will
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occur. Although the changes caused by AI and tech will be
far-reaching, we do not believe that they will necessarily result
in mass unemployment.
We do believe, however, that we as a society will need to be
ready to react to these changes. We need to anticipate them,
plan for them, and prepare for them, because when these
changes come, they will be taking place faster than ever before.
The legislative and regulatory framework will have to evolve
to take into account the particular impacts and effects of AI.
As a society, we need to start the discussion about employment right now. It is not an overstatement to say that technical
developments in AI will affect the future structure of society.
Work is an enormous part of people’s lives, and employment
will change radically. It may be that economic growth without
human intervention leads to the universal income utopia that
some dream of. It may be that improvements in productivity
mean we can afford to maintain current levels of wages and
economic growth while moving to a three-day working week.
Whatever the eventual outcome, we believe that it can
be improved if it happens in an intelligent, piloted manner,
rather than if we were to abandon the outcome to market
forces and potentially reactive regulatory measures.
The impact of AI will be enormous. Automated natural conversations will drive a better and more sustainable
shopping experience. Formalistic recruitment processes will
drive better candidate engagement with companies. Massive
changes will come to the healthcare and education sectors.
Many lives will be saved. But we need to be conscious of the
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power of this tool, and we need to wield it intelligently. If we
can unlock the potential of AI to augment our natural human
creativity and innovation, while avoiding the propagation of
unconscious bias, then AI will indeed be AI for good.
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I S WINTER
COMIN G ?

« Given the strategic
importance of the venture
capital sector to the
regional economy, we
should be working hard to
ensure that the necessary
reforms are made. We
need to make sure that
we have the resources
our economy needs, both
in terms of human talent
and financial capital. »
JEAN-DAVID CHAMBOREDON
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JEAN-DAVID CHAMBOREDON is a venture capitalist
with the French fund Isai. He began his career as an IT engineer,
spending thirteen years with Capgemini, where he also launched a
Capgemini presence in Silicon Valley in the late Nineties. He has
been with Isai for ten years, and has a solid track record that includes
BlaBlaCar, the French ride-sharing company that went on to become
a unicorn. He was a founding member of France Digitale, and is still
closely involved in the running of that organisation. He became a
household name in France in 2012, when he led a nationwide protest
by entrepreneurs against a proposed tax on capital gains which would
have severely harmed the financing of early stage start-ups.
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7
is winter coming?
An overview of the European VC scene

As the popular phrase attributed to Warren Buffet would
have it, ‘you only find out who has been swimming naked when the
tide goes out’. In mid-January 2018, I was worried that the tide
was starting to turn in the venture capital markets in Europe.
I shared some of these thoughts and concerns at the time, in
a short article.
When I wrote that article, records were being broken left
and right, and there was an atmosphere of absolute exuberance.
Funds were being raised at a spectacular rate, and it seemed
like this was the moment of crowning glory for France as the
most active start-up nation in Europe. In 2016, France had had
more VC funding rounds than the UK, and in 2017, French
VC raised more money than their British counterparts in the
first three quarters. We were out-performing everyone, and
the general feeling was that we had made it as a major player
in the global start-up ecosystem
Early to mid-stage companies were numerous, and as these
are the companies that drive future growth, France had every
159
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reason to be extremely bullish about the next three to four
years. However, despite the fact that as a venture capitalist I
am an inherently a ‘long’ investor, I set out the case for caution. I
believed that this strength was due to three factors that had been
operating in parallel. The first was that the French public investment bank, Bpifrance, had been pushing extremely hard since
2012, investing directly in start-ups, but also in many French
venture capital funds. The European Investment Fund had also
been making similar significant fund of fund investments.
The second factor was that French corporates had all
started to wake up to the enormous potential for innovation
in the sector, and had started their own ‘corporate venture’
initiatives, or innovation drives. The effect of this was to reallocate capital from the big corporates to the many start-ups
in the French ecosystem.
The third factor was that British, German, American and
even Russian investors had ‘rediscovered’ France in late 2013
when Criteo went public, and had been investing ever-increasing sums in French companies. Investors from these countries
led almost two-thirds of large start-up and scale-up rounds
of financing.
These three factors coincided at a time when the business
and economic cycles were widely expected to start to change.
The recession in 2008 was ten years ago by this point, and a
ten-year period is generally regarded as towards the upper
limit for the length of an economic cycle.
Of course, when cycles begin to change, investors immediately sort and sift through their portfolios, and there is a risk
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of downward pressure, if not outright contagion. As a venture capitalist I am a ‘long’ investor, and we are an optimistic
breed. Accordingly, I saw this mainly as an opportunity for
consolidation and then growth in newly-abandoned markets.
But that was then, and this is now, and eighteen months
can be a lifetime in tech. How have things changed since the
early days of 2018? The factors that I previously raised as
being potential indicators are still relevant, but I am no longer
quite so cautious about the venture capital industry in Europe.
In this article, I will set out the factors that I believe are
mitigating existing structural risks, and why, on balance, I
believe that the future is a little brighter than I expected it to
be in early 2018. I will also set out the aspects of the venture
capital business that I believe would benefit from attention.
Indeed, it may be that we can not only minimise the risk of
investors fleeing the long-term venture capital sector and its
perceived levels of risk, but we may even be able to encourage
further investment in our venture capital ecosystem, driving
further growth.
So, what does 2019 hold for us? Is this the beginning of
something different? Or is winter coming?
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CONCERNS ABOUT
CONTAGION ARE FADING
I believe that there are still many structural weaknesses in
the venture capital field. Some of these I have already mentioned, but I intend to describe briefly the current state of
affairs as I see it, before attempting to consider what impact
these may have going forward.
The first thing to note is the nature of the environment
in which we all operate. The modern economy is massively
interconnected. Information flows have never been so fast.
This means that news travels fast, whether it is good or bad.
It also means that the venture capital universe is very much
a syndicated one. If venture capital money in San Francisco
suddenly dries up, and we notice that no new funding rounds
are taking place, the tap will be turned off in Europe instantly.
This overnight shutdown of new investment is exactly
what happened in the 2008 financial crisis and is exactly what
might happen again if we are not able to build a new way
through the difficulties that lie ahead.
For now, though, the market still seems to be very exuberant and is not behaving as if it is at all likely that the system
will come crashing down. In macroeconomic terms we seem
to be hovering around the edges of stagflation. There are low
interest rates, low inflation and low growth scenarios everywhere we look.
Sovereign debt is even paying negative interest rates. This
unattractive prospect for investors looking to place their
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money is at least partially responsible for providing support
to the venture capital markets. Accordingly, the fear of an
overnight shutdown and an abrupt shift in market conditions
does not appear to be having the impact that it might – the
approach still seems to be one of exuberance, and perhaps
hope.

THE IMPORTANCE OF RESILIENCE
Before dealing with the particular issues that affect the
French market, I would like to explain why I believe the health
of capital markets and venture capital in particular is such
an important issue. A healthy economy is key to building a
healthy and prosperous country. Poorly managed economies
can destroy value instead of creating it. Venture capital has a
large role to play in making sure that innovation thrives and
succeeds, and it needs a healthy investment environment to
do so.
Economic cycles do not last forever, and the only real
certainty is that at some point in the future, times will be
hard. What happens when these contractions occur? Investors
review their portfolios, and foreign assets are the first to go.
Investors are most comfortable at home where they are intimately familiar with the market.
This means that any economy that is dependent on international investors will suffer disproportionately as funds are
reviewed, withdrawn and reallocated. Remember those British,
German, American and even Russian investors who came
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to the French market after Criteo was floated? While their
participation is welcome and the global economy is stronger
for international capital flows, we should not allow ourselves
to become entirely dependent on such sources of funding.
Becoming overly dependent on foreign capital is a bit like
depending on borrowed bathing suits. It’s always preferable to
be able to cover what you need to when the people you were
borrowing from leave! What does that mean in economic and
industrial terms?
We need to make sure that we can be independent so that
we are not excessively weakened when the global economy
is affected as a whole. In 2008, the financial world ground to
a halt overnight, and investment activity was slowly restarted
over the following eighteen months. This is a challenging
period, and the next may be worse. We need to avoid becoming excessively weakened in order to maintain our geopolitical
standing as a nation and economic power.
It might seem like a stretch to say that venture capital is
this important, but I truly believe that the health of the sector
is of critical importance in economic terms, and that it has a
significant and substantial strategic contribution to make to
the place of the national and regional economy on the world
stage. Venture capital is of particular importance because it
is ‘long money’ – it is working on time horizons that exceed
the immediate aftereffects of contractions or even market
crises. This inherent characteristic makes it critical to issues
of strategic economic importance.
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THE FRENCH QUESTION
There are a number of issues that make the case of France
worthy of particularly close attention. A number of successive
governments have allowed various fiscal policies regarding
long-term savings to persist despite their potentially harmful
impact on the economy. For political reasons, they have shied
away from reform, and the system has been carried forward
on its own inertia, rather than on its own merits.
To understand this peculiarly French approach, we need
to begin by considering who the investors actually are. Who
is putting money into venture capital in France? As with
many other modern economies, the investment and capital
market economy is dominated by big players, who control
hundreds of billions of euros of assets under management.
Many of these institutional players are in the business of
retirement.
French people make provision for their retirement in a different way to most of their neighbours. The French system is
known as retraite par répartition, which is an unfunded pension
scheme: contributions from economically active workers are
used to cover liabilities to retirees. A lack of political will to
curb spending, apply appropriate rates of contributions, or
reduce pensions, has meant that over time the pension shortfall has grown significantly and the demographic changes
since the Second World War are putting very considerable
pressure on state finances.
In contrast, many neighbouring countries have funded
schemes, where employees contribute to a fund, which is then
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invested and capitalised in order to provide sufficient capital
to ensure adequate income in retirement. This is the system
in place in the US, for example.
The result, of course, is that these countries have domestic
investors who need at least a small part of their portfolio to
be capable of generating substantial income, and who need
to accept the correlating risk. Naturally, venture capital is a
good fit.
US pension fund investors tend to have 1‑5% of their
assets under management in venture capital. This is a relatively modest percentage, and a long way from the image
that some Europeans have of the Americans as risk-hungry
cowboys, but even this percentage, when applied to the
vast sums represented by the pension funds, generates a
substantial amount of free capital available for investment
in innovative ideas.
To give an idea of the scale of this difference, the California
State Teachers Retirement System is the trust responsible for
holding and handling the assets that generate the retirement
income of all the public teachers in California. This single fund
has more than 225 billion US dollars under management. It
has 8% of its assets under management in private equity, a
total of 18 billion US dollars, of which a part would be held
in what we would call venture capital.
California has 490,000 teachers paying contributions in to
this fund. France has 737,000 teachers in the public school
system. We can see, from this single example, the scale of
the opportunities that we are missing to drive money into
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effective and innovative companies. This money is effectively
missing from the French economy, and it is preventing France
from competing as an economy to its full potential.
So what are the French doing with their money? Essentially,
I believe the answer is ‘not enough’. Life insurance policies
were given favourable tax treatment to encourage their use
as succession planning techniques, but a combination of
factors mean that the French now use these as their number
one choice of investment despite declining financial returns.
These policies allow for succession planning, are seen as a
protection for the investor’s family, and are also seen as savings for retirement.
Sadly, they are not structurally long term. There are no
time constraints as regards the investment. This means that
the fiscal aspect outweighs the importance of the investment manager’s ability to achieve a return for the savers
whose funds he or she places. I believe that this is one of
the major drags on the French economy, and that it should
be reformed.

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR THE BRAVE
Venture capital is often described as an opportunity for
brave people to invest money, but I believe that the description is possibly better applied to politicians. I believe that
reform of life insurance policies would free up much-needed
capital to allow the venture capital sector in France to perform
its role of enabling innovation and generating future growth
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for the whole economy. The benefits of this are huge, and
readily apparent from the American example.
A significant reform is needed, but the issue has been
neglected by successive governments. Part of this is due to
the relationship between the state and its largest institutional
investors. The latter are highly political institutions in France,
and political leaders are sensitive to their views.
Indeed, the French state depends heavily on their regular purchases of government bonds, and no government has yet found
the courage to reform one of the most profitable businesses
run by its biggest and best buyers of sovereign debt. Unless the
permanent need for liquidity disappears, it seems unlikely that
this co-dependent relationship will disappear either.
Part of this reform must be to make sure that all sums
invested in life insurance funds are subject to a genuinely
long-term investment horizon. Alongside this requirement
for long-term investment, we need long-term stability. Fiscal
stability is considered over the period concerned by the investment made. For venture capital, this means that investors need
to know what the situation will be in ten or twelve years’ time.
I believe that by providing a stable fiscal and investment
environment, the government will be able to encourage savers
to look for strategies that are long term, rather than allowing
a fiscal advantage to drive investors towards less ambitious
products. Venture capital has much to offer, and thrives over
long-term event horizons. Indeed, the very principle behind
venture capital is the theory that investing long term produces
long-term wins.
168
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However, there is a liquidity issue: once investments are made,
the companies in which investments are made need to grow,
and then an exit strategy needs to succeed in order to allow
investors to receive a return on their investment. Encouraging
investors to push their funds into the time horizons that make
venture capital attractive would be a huge boost to the economy.
ISAI has been pushing for this kind of approach since 2009, and
we are seeing the entrepreneurs of the 2000 generation, who
have successfully exited their companies, wanting to reinvest
their earnings intelligently. This kind of approach is something
that we believe generates positive externalities for the whole
economy and should be encouraged as best it can.
The other major issue in the venture capital market is talent.
Recruitment, retention, and strength in the depth of the talent
pool are all crucial to the success of companies.

TALENT
Recently, I was talking on the telephone with a colleague
who works in Los Angeles. She was telling me about the enormous difficulties she had in securing a supply of talent. She
has fantastic opportunities, strong businesses that are scaling
fast, and the money to pay for a talented leader to contribute to the company’s growth. She just cannot find enough
candidates to make up a shortlist to interview for the role.
Her proximity to San Francisco makes this issue even more
unusual. Despite being only an hour away, the talent pool
for this particular role was so shallow that it was becoming
a really difficult strategic issue.
169
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This issue, on a regional scale, is perhaps the biggest challenge for the next ten to twenty years of the venture capital
sector. A healthy tech ecosystem depends on healthy amounts
of capital and healthy supplies of talent.
Capital is fungible, and can come from many sources, but
human talent is difficult to acquire, difficult to retain in a
competitive market, and there are absolutely no shortcuts to
ensuring a healthy supply. Cash can allow a company to take a
certain number of liberties with its development. If a company
faces a problem that scales proportionately, spending twice
the money gets the job done twice as quickly.
This does not hold true for the supply of talent, although
it is probably a useful approach to demand. Talent is something that has to be nurtured over the long term. For example,
ISAI was founded in 2009. It has ten years of experience as
an institution, and countless decades when we consider the
experience of the people who make up the entity.
With untrained teams, it would make mistakes. The first
time an activity is approached, mistakes are easily made. The
second time round, there are fewer mistakes, and a humble
and hard-working team will continue to work to eliminate
mistakes and to learn from those it does make.
Each successive generation should improve on the one
that went before. Experiments to identify successful strategies
should set out the path to follow, but this does not help where
there is no talent available to follow up. It is a significant
challenge to build a talent pool that can support and sustain
a viable tech and venture capital ecosystem.
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Paris, New York, Los Angeles, London and Tel Aviv all have
this same issue and the same challenges as they seek to solve
it. It is a crucial issue, because the recipe for an ecosystem that
builds the champions of the future is simply the combination
of sufficient capital and talent. This second factor breaks down
into natural talent, creativity and experience.
I have stressed the importance of experience already, but it
bears repeating: experience is what will win the day. Because
it is a function of time, and there are no shortcuts, we must
focus on immediate long-term action to address the issue
of talent, in order that progress can be made over the next
decade. I believe that the talent issue is a serious handicap
for Europe when looking to compete against the US and
China. Other disadvantages that the European region has to
overcome include market size and regulation.

BIG IS BEAUTIFUL
Market size is a key competitive advantage, especially in
the tech industry, where products scale instantly, seamlessly
and globally. The bigger a market to which a company has
access, the better its prospects. Indeed, the current perception
in the tech industry worldwide is that the US is an essential
step in a company’s development.
However, even though big might well be beautiful, when it
comes to markets, homogeneity is perhaps even more important. A comparison between the US and Europe is instructive.
The US population is approaching 330 million. This is less
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than half the 740 million population of Europe. The US is
significantly more homogeneous.
While the EU has made significant inroads into the great
project of creating a single market, there remain significant
barriers to trade. Currencies still vary outside the Eurozone,
and language varies in every country, with English being
common but not universal. Despite some progress, large
differences remain, and the same is true of employment
regulations. These differences have such an impact on the
European economy that they regularly cause significant diplomatic difficulties within the EU itself, with some Member
States accusing each other of unfair competition due to their
alleged lack of adequate employment regulation or tax policy.
These differences do not exist in the US. The result is that
the US is, despite its smaller comparative size, a much better
prospect as a market than the European continent or even
the EU. For example, it is vastly easier for a company in San
Francisco, California to open a facility in Houston, Texas than
it is for a Parisian tech start-up to open an office in Berlin.
This can be seen in very concrete terms by looking at the
example of B2C companies in Europe. Of those companies
that can be described as pan-European, very few of them generate less than 50% of their revenues in their home countries.
They have massive geographical inertia due to the fragmented
nature of the region.
Naturally, the scale of this comparison is dwarfed when we
consider China – 1.4 billion people and counting. For innovative companies, competing in the shadow of this enormous
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market can be extremely difficult. This size differential is
here to stay, along with its impact on competition. But after
looking at all of these factors – talent, market size, regulation,
resilience, institutional attitudes – what can we say about the
future of the venture capital industry in Europe?

AN INDIAN SUMMER
It seems that we are no longer at the peak of summer, but I
believe we can say that winter is not yet coming. The markets
are cooling somewhat, but support from central banks and
public funds is helping us to slip into a long Indian summer.
Low growth rates and unattractive sovereign debt offerings,
including some with negative interest rates, are allowing
venture capital to continue.
I referred to Warren Buffet’s famous remark at the beginning of this article. Are we swimming naked? I do not believe
so. But the tide moves very quickly in the venture capital sector, so perhaps an Indian summer is no bad thing. At some
point, we are going to have to walk back to our towel, naked
or otherwise.
I believe that it is crucial to begin to address the issues
that I have outlined. We must ensure that our workforce is
well-educated and sophisticated. We need to work to retain
the talent that we grow, with a very long-term vision. We
need to do this because it is talent combined with experience
that will win the day, and there are absolutely no shortcuts
to generating experience.
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We also need to work, to the extent possible, to bring
down the barriers that exist, in order to allow trade to flourish
within the European Union and the wider region. The work
that has been done so far on regulatory harmonisation has
greatly improved the situation and has been a project of historical significance. Increasing the effective size of our local
market is absolutely crucial to allowing our companies to
compete in the global economy. The fragmented and diverse
nature of our continent is a remarkably rich cultural heritage,
but prevents truly seamless trade. Competing against bigger
markets is a regional challenge we need to meet.
Moving the whole of France to a funded pension scheme
seems politically unfeasible, but doing so may well be a
demographic inevitability. Such a move would unleash significant sums of capital, at least part of which will benefit the
equity and venture capital markets. A slightly less ambitious
proposal, but one that would still require significant political
courage, would be to reform life insurance policy regulation
in order to mandate an investment time horizon compatible
with long-term venture capital holdings.
Venture capital has a crucial role to play in the future
economy, driving investment and innovation in growth areas.
Winter might not be coming to this sector just yet, but we
should not wait for the first frosts to appear before starting
our preparations. We need to be working hard, right now, to
ensure that this sector, a key strategic asset in our economy,
is able to survive the coldest months.
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« We can use tech to scale
an innovative primary
healthcare solution
and completely solve
inequalities in access
to high quality clinical
care, without allocating
additional resources. This
is not only possible, but
essential, when legacy
structures have failed. »
JOHANNES SCHILDT
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JOHANNES SCHILDT is a serial entrepreneur in the digital
space. His latest venture is Kry/Livi, a Swedish digital healthcare provider. Johannes is the co-founder and current CEO. Since the Swedish
launch in 2014, Kry/Livi has gone from strength to strength, securing
several rounds of funding. It now has offices in multiple European
countries. The product team is in excess of 300 people, and more than
600 medical professionals also work for Kry/Livi. The platform has
treated more than a million patients and has saved countless lives.
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HEALTHTECH:
When disruptions save lives

Access to healthcare is a major challenge for the twenty-first century, and all European countries are struggling
with their own particular versions of this challenge. There are
demographic aspects to the issue, with aging populations and
increasingly mobile workers. There are social issues and geographical disparities as well, with the appearance of so-called
‘medical deserts’ in prosperous nations with mature economies, where, despite economic success as a whole, access to
healthcare is particularly difficult in certain areas.
Yet, per capita spending on health continues to increase.
Many European nations are now spending more than 10%
of GDP on healthcare. Why, in this era of unprecedented
prosperity, is access getting worse? Why are resources so
stretched? What can be done to address these issues? What
are the structural and sectoral constraints that are preventing
us from revolutionising healthcare?
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HISTORIC HEALTHCARE
In the last few decades, the world has changed dramatically. The accomplishments of the Industrial Revolution are
no longer centre stage, but have given way to the new digital
economy. We are an infinitely more mobile population than
the generations before us. We live, work and study in different countries, sometimes simultaneously. We have access to
cheap, safe aviation that was a pipedream for our parents. And
if we prefer not to fly, we can connect to a video conference
for a face-to-face chat.
Medical progress has also been significant. The global
eradication of polio, the significant advances we have made
in understanding cancer, next-generation medical imaging
machines: science fiction is slowly becoming reality.
Strangely, though, primary healthcare is still provided
in a way that our grandparents would recognise. We have
a clinician, or a small group of clinicians, with whom we
build relationships over the course of our lives. They may live
nearby, and treat other families from within a relatively small
geographic area. They have known or treated our parents,
they probably treated us when we were children. Effectively,
we’re still doing things in exactly the same way as we were a
century ago, with some local variations.
In Sweden, we have a regionalised healthcare system. If I
get sick, and need to speak to a doctor, I pick up the telephone
to call my local healthcare centre. Naturally, they are very
busy, but do their best to answer the phone promptly. I ask
for an appointment, and I can sometimes get one the same
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day. Then, despite the fact that I am sick, I have to leave my
house and physically travel to the treatment centre, where
I sit in a waiting room – which is usually full of other sick
people – before being seen by a clinician. Once I have been
seen and my condition has been diagnosed, I travel to a dispensing pharmacist to fill my prescription, queuing with other
sick people, before going home to rest and hopefully recover.
For some people in the digital economy, spending all day
looking for problems to solve is something of a game. It is true
that like many serial entrepreneurs, I do occasionally catch
myself thinking “that would make a good company” when I see
a problem. But while my own experience was clearly part of
the reason I ended up launching Kry/Livi, access to medical
care was never something I saw as just ‘friction’ to be solved
with a clever app.
Health and well-being, and the crucial role that modern
medicine plays in our lives, are hugely important to us as a
society but particularly to us as individuals. Making a difference in how people access healthcare can therefore make a
huge impact on a societal level, but also on an individual level,
in particular with regard to a person’s quality of life.
Health outcomes are not increasing as fast as healthcare
spending, and social and geographical inequalities are actually
worsening. Lack of access to healthcare is a real problem in
most nations, even in Europe, where developed, mature economies dominate. Aging populations and aging populations of
clinicians are creating a demand spike and a supply squeeze.
Mental health has also been neglected and access in this field
is especially problematic.
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In fact, I believe that there are sufficient resources already
being used in the medical system to solve all of our problems – the problem is that the resources are not being used
efficiently. There is a mismatch between supply and demand,
both at the population level and at the local level, with geographic discrepancies in access being a persistent problem.
Fortunately, this is where technology excels – allocating
resources as efficiently as possible and using innovation to
improve access to services.

BUILDING NEW SYSTEMS
FOR A NEW AGE
It is important to be clear from the outset about what
next-gen medical services should look like, and what next-gen
medical technologies are not. Digitising existing ecosystems
is not enough. If we focus on improving efficiencies in a
structurally inefficient system, we will not be able to make
the progress that is needed in order for access to healthcare
to improve, and for outcomes to match our spending.
For this reason, I do not want to focus my efforts in medical
tech on building a better version of traditional appointment
systems, or more sophisticated ways to find a clinician nearby.
I believe that we have to completely rebuild our medical
ecosystem, and radically change the way in which primary
healthcare is delivered.
I strongly believe that tech will deliver the tools we need
to drive these changes, and I hope that Kry/Livi is part of the
184
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answer. We connect patients with the appropriate clinician,
remotely and in real-time. AI triage allows us to ensure that
clinical needs are met, while keeping waiting times as short
as possible. Often, patients wait for fewer than five minutes.
If they prefer to speak to a particular clinician, this can also
be arranged.
This allows for an optimal use of clinicians’ time. The inappropriate use of medical resources is extremely expensive. A
full 30% of emergency room medical care is actually primary
medical care, but when patients do not have easy access to
primary medical care, then this misuse of resources intended
for acute medical care is very hard to avoid.
With modern communication technology, this lack of
access can be addressed. This has several positive impacts. The
most important one is that access to healthcare is improved.
Patients have an increase in quality of life when they can
access medical treatment more easily. Medical deserts are
eliminated by the presence of a data connection. The effect
of this is an increase in the attractiveness of regions that previously suffered from a lower density of clinicians, but also a
reduction in the inappropriate use of acute medical facilities.
The second category of positive impact is the change in
the patient experience. With videoconferencing technology,
and the remote delivery of primary healthcare, we no longer
have to travel when we are unwell. We can consult a clinician
from our own homes, from our beds, or even from the other
side of the world. If medication is prescribed, the prescription
is sent to the local pharmacy and is generally delivered to the
patient’s door within two hours.
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We are seeing that this ease of access is driving changes
in behaviour, in the same way as disruptive transport technologies have driven changes in traveller behaviour. It is now
so quick and easy to access medical care that patients do not
hesitate to speak to a doctor. This early consultation, along
with our advanced AI triage, allows us to intervene earlier and
improve healthcare outcomes.
Behaviour is changing so quickly that digital is now
delivering 4.6% of all primary healthcare in Sweden. We are
operating in multiple European countries, and we are expanding fast. In the tech ecosystem, we often talk of scale, and I
believe that this issue is particularly important in the field of
healthcare tech.

GOING CROSS-BORDER, GOING DIGITAL
As I noted above, healthcare in Sweden is very much locally
devolved. There are treatment centres for local areas, which
are run within regions, and the various sectors and layers do
not necessarily interface between each other as efficiently as
they should. Digitising these inefficient structures will not
generate the efficiency savings that we need as a society to be
able to afford the high-quality healthcare that citizens expect.
We have to look at issues of local and regional supply, to
see where our resources are and where they are needed. The
national scale is effectively a minimum, and scaling to this
level creates more supply. This is by no means a simple exercise, but I think it is essential. Indeed, if we scale cross-border,
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we can improve things even more. By nature, digital is not
local or regional, but global.
The historic model of local healthcare is built around a
one-to-one relationship that is maintained over time. This has
its advantages, but its limitations – in particular in relation to
access – are widely known and exclude the benefits of scale.
Tech allows us to bring the benefits of scale to all patients,
but also allows us to preserve the one-to-one relationship, if
that is what the patient wants.
Our clinicians speak more than 30 languages, and all of
them can speak English. It is not possible to do this in a local
healthcare centre with a dozen staff. Our users can access
a doctor in minutes – effectively zero waiting time. Again,
this is not possible without scale. These differences flow
from the digital healthcare model itself. The new model is
essential, because digitising legacy systems will not generate
the necessary savings.
Similarly, while scaling up to the national or cross-border
level will give us volume, allowing us to drive efficiency, make
savings and improve resource allocation, I do not believe it
is enough.
The next level of efficiency is driven by tech. Our AI triage allows us to match the immediate clinical need to the
appropriate clinician, using resources in the most efficient
manner possible, and trying to eliminate overuse of extremely
expensive emergency facilities. In addition to our attempts to
perfect management of the demand side, we are also working
hard to unlock underused resources on the supply side.
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We have six hundred doctors, nurses and psychologists
working with Kry/Livi. While the majority are employed
directly by us, a substantial minority are working flexibly
– around childcare obligations, parental leave, or even in partial retirement. These previously untapped medical resources
are now being used effectively, increasing access to healthcare
for patients, but also improving access to professional opportunity for the clinicians concerned.
All of these converging efficiencies mean that tech is giving
healthcare an extraordinary opportunity to revolutionise the
way in which society cares for people. We are not just optimising an existing system, but building an entirely new and
revolutionary one.

FAST-FORWARDING
AN AMBITIOUS FUTURE
We are investing heavily in making the future a reality.
We have an increasing number of divisions, and since we
launched four years ago, we have already expanded into four
European markets. We recently added mental healthcare as
a service, and are working hard to provide the service that
people need and want. We are also working closely with
traditional systems, such as laboratories and hospitals.
Our ambition is clearly to unlock great healthcare for all.
The structural deficiencies and inefficiencies that might hold
us back are slowly being chipped away, and we are developing smarter and faster tools to take primary healthcare to
188
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everybody, right now. I hope that I have set out a clear vision
of where we are now, and of the tools that we have at our
disposal to make a change. But where are we going? What
will the future look like?
The future of healthcare is connected. We all have healthcare devices in our homes – at the very least, a thermometer.
One hundred years ago, only hospitals had thermometers,
and a fever diagnosis meant travelling, with a feverish patient,
to the nearest hospital. Now, such a thing is unimaginable.
Similarly, blood pressure cuffs were only found in hospitals
until very recently. Now, they can be bought online for less
than fifty euros.
Glucose monitors, smart watches with ECG functions,
connected scales – the list goes on and will only get longer.
Medical devices are moving into the home, and will no doubt
move into the body in the form of wearable devices in the next
few years. We need to harness all of the data that these devices
will generate, and use it responsibly to drive an improvement
in outcomes.
The future of healthcare is also proactive. Patients are better
educated, and are not waiting to see their doctor. They are
going earlier and earlier, and have ever-improving knowledge.
As clinicians intervene earlier and earlier, the time will soon
come when tech can suggest an intervention before a patient
notices a symptom.
For example, signals from a connected scale, which may
have picked up on a steady weight gain, and a glucose monitor, which may have detected fluctuating blood sugar levels,
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may combine to suggest that corrective action is necessary in
order to avoid medical intervention. We will no longer wait
to feel unwell, but seek to maintain and improve good health.
However medical devices may evolve and however
approaches may develop, everyone still needs access to primary healthcare. We believe that tech can completely solve
the issue of access to healthcare and mental healthcare. We
are a product company, and will continue to work hard to
perfect our product and achieve our goals. Our impact is
increasing, and we hope that others follow our example.
But what about institutional level programmes? Or strategic
political changes?

STRUCTURAL CHANGES
Almost everyone working in healthcare is trying to create
a more efficient and focussed system. Every system is facing
the same problems. We all have budgetary constraints, aging
populations, and demographics generally stacked against us.
Tech company start-ups have a contribution to make, and
this transformational need is starting to become very clear to
everyone. Slight tweaks to the old model won’t suffice. New
models of primary healthcare delivery are here, and newer
ones will emerge in the years ahead. The improved old model
and the entirely new system will exist side-by-side for a time.
For example, general practitioners are using our services to
serve existing patients, and to deliver primary healthcare to
patients who new ones.
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This kind of close relationship to existing providers is key.
We need tight and direct integration to make our product
effective. Our product must be the highest quality product it
can possibly be, because this quality is the core of our business.
We need to be close to all parts of what we could call the
medical value chain. If a person uses the app to speak to a
clinician, the clinician may suspect something that requires
urgent, acute care. They need to call an ambulance, stay online
with the patient, deal with the ambulance crew, brief the emergency room doctor, transfer notes if necessary, and so on. All
of this is part of being an integrated medical care provider,
and all of it must be perfect, seamless, and transparent to the
patient.
A Swedish user fell ill while in China. She had no idea what
number to call for emergency assistance. She connected to the
app from her hotel, and a Chinese-speaking clinician called
the local hospital, arranged an ambulance, and explained the
patient’s condition to the medical team on-site, saving vital
minutes. Doing integration right can make a difference and
save lives!
Other structural changes in the healthcare space are also
coming. The use of non-emergency numbers, staffed with
non-clinical staff, such as the 111 NHS number in the UK, may
fall by the wayside as AI triage allows greater granularity in
gatekeeping and more accurate control of access.
That being said, traditional medicine is not about to
disappear. Traditional practice will become more and more
specialised, adding more and more value. Paramedical services
such as lab tests are still required, of course, although more
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and more can now be done safely, quickly and accurately by
post. Updating these local, regional and national structures is
necessary and fundamental to unlocking success in healthcare,
but changes to the international structures – which are regulatory, rather than institutional – could be even more beneficial.

EUROPEAN CHANGES
The European Union is a fantastic political project. In some
parts it is resolutely modern, and in others, frustratingly backward. As we have seen, traditional structures in healthcare
have no ‘flex’ – they cannot adapt to digital transformation.
They don’t bend, but break. International structures are not
institutional, but regulatory. In theory, they can flex relatively
quickly and easily, if the political will is there.
In the 1950s, when the European project was in its infancy,
our lives were very much sedentary, and the GP-based primary
healthcare model made good sense. Unfortunately, we are regulating the provision of healthcare as if this were still the case.
The freedom of movement of people, goods, and services,
alongside the giant changes in technology since the 1950s,
mean that our regulatory model is not fit for purpose. As the
economy occasionally encounters pent-up demand, which
the various stakeholders seek to unlock, we now have pent-up
progress that is waiting to be unlocked by regulatory reform.
I believe that we can solve the inequality in access to
medicine, and that the biggest hurdles are no longer technical,
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but regulatory. Regulatory reform is very highly political. In
addition to the policy-making technical aspects, there are
political influences, existing providers, and vested interests
all pulling in different directions. We must remain focussed
on one thing – serving the best interests of the people using
our services.
Regulatory reform must allow new services to expand and
to operate cross-border. Given the pressures on the healthcare
systems in all European countries, this must now be a political
priority. For us, this is a particular concern, as we continue to
expand. Increased efficiencies will only improve the quality of
the healthcare that we are able to provide to European citizens,
and achieving these efficiencies is simply a matter of necessity
if we wish to continue to improve outcomes and quality of life.
If regulatory reform is the biggest hurdle to the development of next-gen healthcare solutions, then lack of understanding is the biggest hurdle to regulatory reform. We need
to make sure that our vision is communicated clearly, so that
those who would block progress can be clearly identified as
vested interests. Improving the health of the greatest possible number of people is something that should come before
political or financial interests.

DRIVING SUCCESS
The only constant is change – we might not know when,
or how, but we can be certain of one thing: that change will
come. We are pushing hard, and I believe that there are sev193
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eral factors that will accelerate our success. Some of these
are small things, some are even marginal. But each of them
is a competitive edge in building a quality product, and they
all add up.
The first is the quality of our people. We relentlessly focus
on recruiting and retaining the best tech talents and the best
clinicians. The second is our product focus. We are a tech
company making a product, not a venture company raising
finance. We focus on making our product as good as we
possibly can, and the capital we need will follow.
The quality focus means putting people front and centre,
both in terms of users of our service, and the clinical staff who
are providing healthcare. By doing our best to improve each
of these aspects in an incremental way, we can increase our
overall performance dramatically.
Healthcare is a radically different field than it was five
or ten years ago, but some aspects of it have remained
unchanged for generations. New technologies are changing
what is possible. Change is happening at an ever-increasing
rate. Historic misallocations of resources can be solved by the
right team with the best product. I believe that inequalities
in access to primary healthcare can be completely solved.
This is a very bold claim, but our progress so far justifies it.
We can improve outcomes and generate massive efficiencies.
However, to realise the true potential of the transformative
power of tech in medicine, we need deep regulatory reform
to unleash cross-border services. We also need to ensure that
our product is making things better for everyone, and not just
the select few – quality healthcare should be for everyone.
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This is not some utopian vision of the next century, but
a statement of what we can achieve in the next five to ten
years, using the technological tools we already have. It is a
statement of how we can reform and replace our systems in
order to make sure that our future is one in which inequalities
in access to high-quality primary healthcare have disappeared.
That is an ambitious and optimistic future, but it is a realistic one. Better still, tech can fast-forward this future.
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« Africa is the oldest
continent, with the youngest
population. It has unique
terrain, ecosystems and
cultures. This rich
variety also contains
unimaginable potential.
The renewable energy
generation potential of
this continent could power
several worlds, but is
massively under-used.
The potential purchasing
power of the population
is almost untapped.
The burgeoning african
start-up sector is starting
to unleash the pent up
demand, and its potential
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is enormous. Institutional
funds are now looking to
the continent to supply the
next decades of growth.
The future of African tech
has never been brighter. »
MEHDI HOUAS
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MEHDI HOUAS is a French-Tunisian businessman. He began
his career at Alcatel, before moving to IBM, where he spent six years.
He made the move to business consultancy in 1989. In 1993, his company Valoris, a telecommunication venture, had 150 employees. By the
time he left, in 2001, it had ten times as many employees. In 2000,
he launched Chrysalead, an internet incubator that raised 60 million
euro. In 2002, he launched Talan, which now has 3,000 consultants
working out of 18 offices worldwide, with a global revenue of more
than 310 million euro.
In addition to his business career, he has always been closely involved in
public affairs both in France and Tunisia. Following the 2011 revolution, he was the Minister for Commerce and Tourism in two successive
governments. In France, where he now spends the majority of his time,
he is a member of a number of associations and charities, such as the
21st Century Club, a French association that promotes diversity in the
public and corporate spheres.
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AFRICA
The new ‘Start-up nation’

When I talk about ‘Africa’, it is of course a slightly artificial
term – I am referring to the continent of Africa, which covers
an enormous part of our world. Indeed, it is extremely difficult
to discuss Africa as if it were at all homogeneous – the variety
is extraordinary, from the Mediterranean coast to the very tip
of South Africa. The climate, ecosystems, people, resources,
cultures and landscapes are all wildly different and varied.
However, I believe that the nations of the African continent
share sufficient key aspects, and common features in their
economies, and that the perspectives for economic growth
across the continent are sufficiently similar for me to be
able to talk about ‘Africa’ as a whole in a meaningful way. I
propose to set out several of these shared aspects, and I will
outline the reasons for my fervent belief that Africa is the
next ‘start-up nation’.
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THE BLOOM OF YOUTH
The African economy is young. Africa is the oldest continent,
but has the youngest economy. Most African nations are less
developed than most Western European ones. Accordingly,
the nations of Africa have a vast amount of economic growth
ahead of them, whereas Western economies are generally
considered to be mature economies. In fact, some of them
are even considered to be declining. Japan, for example, has
experienced full decades of deflation and population decline.
Not only are the economies young in the sense that they
are not mature economies, the demographics of Africa show
that despite being the oldest continent, it has a very young
population. This youthful drive and vigour are a fantastic
asset. While Western nations are seeing mainly well-qualified
men in their mid-forties setting up the successful businesses
of the new generation of the economy, the demographics of
entrepreneurs are entirely different in Africa.
What we are seeing in African nations is that the start-up
industry and the tech sector as a whole are being driven by a
new generation of passionate men and women who, on average, are approximately twenty years of age. The dynamism
and the motivation that these new economic stakeholders can
bring to the table is not something that can easily be described
in writing.
In their home economies, these young people cannot
simply go back to a safe office job if their idea doesn’t work
out. There is no back-up plan, or Plan B. Their idea simply has
to work, and there is no other option, no mature economy
202
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to which they can return as a valued executive with business
experience. The level of higher education achieved by these
young entrepreneurs is also increasing at a rapid rate, and this
is calling into question the stereotype that European entrepreneurs are older but more qualified, and African ones are
younger and less qualified.
While African demographics are no longer predicted to
lead to a population explosion, as we used to believe would
be the case, the relative youth of and correspondingly rapid
population growth on the African continent will still drive a
portion of the growth that is to come.
In addition to the endogenous growth of the economy,
I believe that we will see substantial exogenous growth, as
capital flows into Africa.

INVESTMENT FLOWS
As modern Western economies are maturing, they find it
increasingly difficult to deliver the double-digit levels of growth
that investors crave. Growth levels in Africa are much more
attractive for the investors who are happy to invest in this
market. There will be a substantial geographical reallocation
of investment capital as investors seek to maintain growth
rates and the tailing off of growth rates in mature economies
forces them to move into new markets to achieve this aim.
Africa offers spectacular opportunity to investors. The
European and North American marketplaces are unbe203
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lievably crowded, and competition is intense for technical
solutions, which may not succeed despite their technical
quality as they struggle to compete against well-established
legacy products.
Innovative electronic payment systems may struggle to
compete against existing payment providers, such as card
providers, or even PayPal, for example. In Africa, however,
there is still everything to play for. There are no legacy products with which to compete, and no ingrained consumer
habits that providers have to change in order to win over
customers. There is simply an enormous potential market
to win.
There is so much that can be done to bring services, products and infrastructure to the population of this continent
that it is not productive to attempt to list the opportunities.
However, I believe that we can usefully highlight a few of
these opportunities that are currently dominating the topic of
African development, in order to contribute to the discussion
about the future of investment in the continent, particularly
as it relates to the changes driven by tech.

UNDER-CONNECTION
Africa is a chronically under-connected continent. This
statement currently applies to networks of almost every
description: banking, telecoms, power generation infrastructure, power distribution infrastructure, roads and other
transport infrastructures.
204
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A striking example of this will be familiar to anyone who
has flown from Africa to Europe at night. Africa at night is
a dark continent: 70% of the population has no connection
to the energy network whatsoever. In contrast, in addition
to lighting road networks and streets in dense urban areas,
Europe also uses absurd amounts of energy to keep the lights
on in empty shopping centres.
This under-connection is changing rapidly, and tech is
driving much of this change. As tech has allowed the leveraging of new processes and the rolling out of new services, we
have seen an explosion in the number of start-ups. Indeed, the
innovation and expansion of these services has now reached
such an advanced stage that we are already seeing the consolidation of these first-movers, and the arrival of institutional
money in the form of Western investment banks and funds.
Despite the fact that the energy infrastructure is often seen
as the first step of investment development, I will touch on
several other sectors first. The first sector that I wish to discuss
is telecommunications.

TELECOMS
The reason that this discussion begins with telecoms is
that the dramatic potential of the African continent depends
in large part upon this sector. The connection of all African
citizens to a telephone or data network is an extraordinary
ambition, and will change the face of the globe, not just that
continent.
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The best way of describing telecoms in Africa is by contrast
with telecoms elsewhere. The history of telecoms in Europe has
been structured and sequential. We had radio, telegrams, telephones, mobile telephones and the internet, broadband ADSL
data connections in the home, high-speed mobile data connections, and now, super-fast, high bandwidth 5G data connections
that are bringing us the so-called internet of things, where connected objects all have their own, dedicated data connection.
Africa is on the verge of its own telecoms revolution, but
has skipped most of these stages entirely. Accordingly, the
continent is undergoing generational disruption. A substantial telephony network was never built outside major urban
centres in Africa. The challenging terrain and low population
density meant that the vast majority of the African population
has never been connected to a network.
African homes have not seen widespread adoption of
landline telephones, nor dial-up modems, nor ADSL, nor
fibre-optic internet connections. Africa is the continent where
mobile rules all. The roll out of the mobile telephone network
has been extraordinary. An astounding number of users are
now connected.
The ease with which a network can be rolled out, because
the installation of masts is vastly more simple than the installation of an in-ground network of cables, has seen adoption
rates for mobile telephones that go far beyond what Western
tech companies could have dreamed of.
This, of course, is true for the mobile data network as well.
Africans have skipped landline telephones, dial-up modems,
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ADSL and fibre-optic internet connections in the home, and
have moved right to mobile data.
The increasing ubiquity of mobile devices means that solutions that are based on current mobile phone technology can
be rolled out to an ever-increasing user base. We will return
to some of these innovations, in particular those from the
FinTech sphere, after considering the other building block of
the coming tech revolution in Africa, energy.

ENERGY
All modern industry, and tech in particular, is energy
dependent. There is no point making sure that every home
has a connected television, or speaker, or refrigerator, if there
is no reliable electrical network. While energy production is
key to the continent’s future growth, this does not just mean
generation capacity, however.
Adding energy capacity to a Western economy requires
the construction of the new generation capacity. The power
station or wind farm or hydroelectric project is connected to
this existing grid, and the power is available for consumption
at any point on that grid.
In Africa, the electricity distribution network is not as
mature as those that are currently used in Europe. Adding
megawatts of capacity requires not only the multi-billion investment in the generation capacity itself, but the
investment of ten times as much again in the distribution
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network, in order to be able to sell the capacity that is
generated.
The scale of Africa’s renewable energy potential is enormous. Not only does Africa have the resources it needs to
succeed in this transition, it could power the world. In fact,
a single project – the Grand Inga dam project on the Congo
River – will generate two-thirds of the continent’s needs.
Indeed, the sunlight received by the continent could power
several worlds.
Africa’s potential is enormous, but it needs to be unlocked
to unlock growth. Solar energy, hydroelectric power and
wind power will combine to provide sufficient clean energy
to support the future economic growth to be enjoyed by a
very significant part of the global population.
In the same way that the population has skipped the
wired telephone network stage, it is entirely possible that, in
the absence of a coordinated international effort to install a
high-quality electrical distribution network and clean energy
capacity, the population will skip ahead to micro-generation
and super-local distribution.
This sort of technology would allow local communities
to generate the energy to meet their needs, and to sell any
excess to their immediate neighbours. This allows a security
of supply that does not currently exist, without the need for
significant continent-wide infrastructure schemes.
As new digital technologies become mainstream, and
move from early-adopters to consumers, and then to infra208
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structure-critical levels of reliability, it is easy to imagine a
system where local communities sell their excess energy to
their immediate neighbours, automatically, with transactions
and energy consumption recorded automatically, in a highly
secure blockchain solution.
Connecting a billion consumers to reliable electricity and
reliable data is an economic and social opportunity which
dwarfs the scale of incremental development opportunities
in Europe. In addition to developing entirely new African
industries, innovation will continue to drive improvements
in existing technologies and sectors, such as banking. The
new FinTech industry springing up all over the continent is
a prime example of this.

FINTECH
Africa has more unconnected customers than anywhere
else. This is true of electricity and telecommunications, but
also of banking. These first two issues, which are in the process of being solved, are completing the process of bringing
an unprecedented wave of newly-banked consumers into the
modern economy.
These economic actors represent one of the biggest bodies
of pent-up demand that history has ever seen. To realise this
potential, these new consumers need safe and secure methods
of banking that will enable trade to flourish. The global economy is constantly seeking new sources of growth, and this
untapped resource will be liberated sooner or later – and the
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next generation of entrepreneurs are working hard to make
sure that it is sooner.
Part of this first issue relates to property rights. When an
entrepreneur wishes to invest in an opportunity, he or she
will often be asked for collateral. Usually, the most valuable
asset owned by a private individual is the family home. Putting
this up as collateral is a risky step, but can be an essential one.
In many African countries, ownership is not an issue, it is
not contested, and very rarely called into question. There is no
central register of ownership. There is no way for a potential
entrepreneur to prove that the land on which they live actually
belongs to them. Naturally, a bank will not take the risk of
lending if the borrower cannot show good title to the land. A
good solution to this problem might be a blockchain enabled
property register. A decentralised national or even continental
register of land assets is certainly an ambitious project, but
innovation is bringing these ambitious ideas within reach.
The other part of this first issue is access to banking.
FinTech solutions are popping up all across the continent,
and are using innovation to bring sophisticated services to
previously unbanked people. Part of the reason for this type
of service achieving such runaway success in Africa is that the
economic, legal and judicial framework does not allow for a
high general level of economic trust.
The legal, judicial and social context in the wider global
economy means that Western countries regularly allow consumers access to devices that effectively act as lines of credit
when the consumer runs up a telephone bill. In Africa, trust
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in institutions and consumers does not allow for complex
contractual consumer relationships.
Accordingly, absolutely everything on a mobile device is
pre-paid. Users pay in advance, and are used to loading call
credit and other allowances onto their mobile devices with
hard currency. A full eighty percent of Africans have a mobile
telephone. In Europe, legacy payment service providers are
struggling to achieve adequate market penetration with
innovative digital payment services. In Africa, SMS payments
have been common for years, and the mobile telephone is
effectively a digital wallet for many.
The economic culture is vastly more sophisticated than
some stereotypes would have it. It has naturally been very
quick to adapt to the idea of non-cash payments. Payment
apps to transfer money between telephone numbers have
therefore been very quick to gain market share, and the new
generation of apps are gaining ground very rapidly.
A short look at Kenya illustrates the scale of adoption.
Kenya is a particularly useful example, as the adoption was
extremely widespread, and demonstrates the power and
potential of FinTech applications and solutions in Africa.
The first generation of e-payment services in Kenya was SMSbased, and was launched in 2007. This service, M-Pesa, was
launched by Safaricom, and in its current form represents an
astonishing 95% of e-commerce transactions in Kenya.
The scale of this is astonishing, and holds true across
enough sectors of industry for overall annual mobile transactions to account for almost 50% of Kenya’s GDP. Indeed, the
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Kenyan economy can expect to see over two billion individual
mobile transactions within the next year.
This shows that innovative solutions, with the right investor support, can achieve market penetration rates and levels of
adoption that are far beyond the ambitions of even the most
ambitious start-ups in Europe.
Not only are FinTech solutions breaking out of the ‘early-adopter niche’ and changing the way in which local commercial solutions are implemented, they are also changing
societal behaviour.

SOCIETAL CHANGES
Money transfers in Africa were historically an intercontinental matter. The African diaspora remitted funds to family
and friends, and families sent money to loved ones and
students who were working, studying or travelling overseas.
These intercontinental support networks still exist, of course,
but intra-continental transfers now account for a full 50% of
African money transfers. This boosts the funds available to
consumers in Africa, driving purchasing power and boosting
the economy.
Another societal change has been the change in the way
in which the state interacts with citizens. This time, we will
consider a West African country. A full third of all digital
money accounts are in West Africa, and many Frenchspeaking African countries are turning into FinTech devel212
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opment hubs. The example of Côte d’Ivoire is no exception,
with investments pouring in to Abidjan.
In Côte d’Ivoire, 99.3% of students pay their education fees
by app. This level of adoption, driven by appropriate public
institutional support for a good tech solution, is a fantastic
demonstration of how thoroughly societal systems can change,
and how quickly innovation can allow for leap-frogging of
generations of technology. Cheques and payments by card
are simply not a part of this economic landscape, nor will
they ever be.
This expansion is continuing across many countries and
all sectors of industry and activity. In five years, the FinTech
offering in the market has doubled. The rates of adoption are
still increasing at ever-faster rates, to the extent that current
growth rates will see 100% of Africans holding a digital wallet
by the year 2021. Clearly, some more time will probably be
necessary to achieve such ubiquity, but the acceleration is
there for all to see.
In addition to tech driving societal changes, societal
changes can also drive tech. For example, during the conflict
in Mali, mobile payment services saw a huge uptick in use.
Fortunately, the externalities of the changes driven by FinTech
are more positive on the whole.
For example, it has been noted that increasing access to
banking services, without the societal barriers of access to a
branch of a banking institution, or the discrimination that
women might face in such institutions, means that the expansion of FinTech solutions is leading to the increasing emanci213
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pation of women. They are empowered to become financially
independent, and even to launch and run their own businesses,
through access to micro-loans and payment services.
Not only can FinTech be seen as a tool for increasing the
inclusion of women, it also allows a much wider range of possibilities for national and international bodies who manage
the various parts of the African economy.
Flows of capital are hard to manage when they are unofficial
or take place exclusively in physical currencies. Institutions
now have the possibility of access to up-to-the-minute economic data. Better data is a key demand of the institutions
managing economies, as there is no point in pulling levers if
the effect of pulling those levers is not measured. As capital
flows become increasingly digital and instantaneous, they
become much easier to follow, analyse and manage. Better
informed decisions are higher quality decisions, which in
economic terms, leads to a healthier economy.
All of this means that Africa is an extremely attractive
investment proposition for those who invest in tech, and
FinTech in particular. Accordingly, the in-flows of capital are
increasing rapidly.

INVESTMENT IN AFRICAN FINTECH:
THE SOUTH AFRICAN EXAMPLE
Recent figures put investments in the FinTech sector alone
at more than 300 million US dollars over the last year. This
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is an enormous figure, but the absolute volume is not necessarily the most interesting thing about investment in African
FinTech.
Consider the South African example. South Africa has a
very strong banking sector, and a strongly banked economy.
It is not in the same position as Mali, or even Kenya. It has
legacy providers and institutions with which newcomers must
compete, but it still has a booming FinTech sector.
Two of the most prominent examples are Jumo and Yoco.
Jumo provides savings, loans and insurance, while Yoco provides access to credit card payments and loan services. Jumo
has raised 52 million US dollars in Series B funding, and Yoco
has raised 23 million. The main investor in the former was
Goldman Sachs, and in the latter, Partech.
These are big names in tech investment, pushing hard
into African tech. This will be an increasing trend as investors seek to maintain returns, and is an indication of how
seriously institutional investors are taking the potential of
the continent.

NEXT STEPS
The convergence of the societal, technological, economic and institutional factors outlined above will drive
change that the wildest imagination has not yet touched.
The way in which this change will be driven can be discerned, however.
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The arrival of 5G mobile connections and the internet of
things will add billions of connected objects to the world
economy, including in Africa. Data about consumers will
become the new raw material, and will be extracted from
Africans just as effectively and ruthlessly as gold, diamonds,
copper and other mineral resources were in the past.
One of the challenges for Africa will be to retain as much
of the added-value of this valuable resource as it possibly
can, and to avoid it being captured by mainly foreign players.
For example, the power of AI, which we expect to drive the
innovations that will generate much of the economic growth
to come in the decades ahead, is thought to depend on three
factors. Those factors are computing power, the algorithm,
and the quality of the data feed.
Technological and material science advances have allowed
us to effectively remove the first factor of differentiation.
Computing power is now extremely cheap, and additional
investment in this factor no longer produces an additional
return. The knowledge necessary to build algorithms is also
much more widely disseminated than before, thanks in part
to increased use of the web.
The key factor of differentiation is now the quality and
volume of data inputs. Algorithms trained on low-quality data
will never have a high-quality output. ‘Garbage in, garbage
out’, as programmers might say. Accordingly, the race to
control value in the next generation of innovation will centre
on data. Companies are aligning and re-aligning strategies
to ensure that they gather and retain as much of this as they
possibly can.
216
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Amazon is actually a textbook example of this shift. It began
as an online book-seller, and as a result of its success, rapidly
became expert in logistics. With this expertise, it realised it
could roll out a global marketplace. When this succeeded, it
suddenly had a colossal amount of data to handle, and no
way to do so. It built a way to handle the volumes of the
data it held, and thus became an expert in remote storage.
Building on these server-side skills, Amazon has become a
cloud computing company. It now makes far more money
from cloud computing, data and storage solutions than it ever
did from books.
As energy infrastructure changes can allow better energy
flows and unlock growth, so better capital flows can unlock
growth. The FinTech solutions that are contributing to this
exist already, but the next level of blockchain-enabled innovation is coming, and is aimed squarely at the underlying capital
itself.
Facebook is in the process of launching Libra, which will
allow the capture of super high-quality data about consumers
and their transactions. It will also act as a de facto currency
worldwide. On a continent where several regions have issues
with inflation and monetary policy, the impact of such a
change can easily be imagined.
How will governments react when a commercial player
starts pushing a cryptocurrency on this scale? How will they
react when a private corporation suddenly has better information and control over economic and capital flows than
the government itself? Facebook has an enormous user base
ready to roll into Libra, with the hope that it will continue to
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maintain its dominant control over the highest quality source
of consumer data.
This is only one example of the way in which the new
tech-enabled economy will change things. In addition to
cryptocurrencies going mainstream, 5G data bringing us the
internet of things and AI allowing us to make use of this sea
of data, we will see many other innovations in Africa and in
FinTech in particular.
Africa has leap-frogged many innovations in telecommunications, adapting the solutions developed elsewhere to its
own unique circumstances. It will not repeat this pattern. It
is investing hard, attracting institutional investors from the
US and Europe, and is developing its own FinTech ecosystem.
The flourishing start-up sector in Africa shows innovation,
determination and ingenuity. The drive to succeed is showing
in the progress made in solving problems, and it is only a
matter of time before African FinTech changes not only Africa,
but also the world.
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